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A. M. E. Youth Make
Bow To Chi Society
Through Their Church

• ONE OF THE most inspiring spiritually and impressive ceremonies in beauty and the spectacular as well was
the recent Richard Allen Youth Council Debutante-Masters dedication and reception held in DuSable High school
auditorium in Chicago. Originated in the winter of 1951
by Mrs. Julma B. Crawford, then a Sunday School district
superintendent, its purpose is to give recognition to youth
who have worked faithfully in their local churches and at
the same time afford a church setting for Christian young
people between the ages of 18 and 20 to dedicate their
Jives to greater Christian service. Photos on this page include various activities of the 1956 honorees including rehearsals and other pre-dedication activities.
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• MANY INFORMAL get-togethers are
held with honorees during months of
preparation for the annual dedication
and the reception which is a beautiful
and brilliant climax. Youth gathers in
the home of the Connectional Director to
be briefed on program and preparation.
Gathered around Debutante Shirley

Davis (in chair) are Debutantes Johnietta Beasley, Gloria Rodgers, Sybil
Jones, Janice Wilburn and Miriam Devera. Many dignitaries applauded the
1956 presentation including representatives of Mayor Richard Daley and Superintendent of Schools Dr. Benjamin C.

Willis.

• RESPLENDENT in their "coming out" for Christian
service attire, frothy virginal white and white tie and
tails are Master Nathaniel Grant and Janice Wilburn.
Youth from churches throughout the A. M. E. connection
have been presented in this inter-church program. The
premiere Debutante-Master dedication was held May 18,
1952 at the Coliseum in Chicago during the 34th Quadrennial Conference of the A. M. E. church. More than 300
youth of the Fourth Episcopal district participated.
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•

• YOUTHFUL BEAUTY characterizing the 1956 ceremony is portrayed by demurely lovely Debutante Johnietta Beasley and handsome Master Thomas Sheridan. Seventeen happy debutantes similarly attired and six young
'masters dedicated their lives to greater Christian services
from A. M. E. churches of Chicago, Evanston and Madison, Wis. So effective have these programs become that
other denominations are currently holding DebutanteMaster dedicatory ceremonies.

•IN TRADITIONAL white full length formal this bevy of 1956 Richard Allen A. M. E.
Youth Council debutantes present an inspiring
portrait of charm and loveliness. They ire
(seated on floor from left) Shirley Davis,
Janice Wilburn, Gwendolyn McLendon, Gloria

Rodgers, and (rear) Sybil Jones. Gwendolyn
JohnSon, Miriam Devera, Sally Brooks and
John ietta Beasley. Other debutantes and
masters presented were Ruby Hodge, LaSandra Stratton, Elender Bailey of Bethel A. M.
E. in Evanston; Eleanor Strickland and Mary

$fk
Ann Watts of Carey Tercentenary; Delon*
Cairo and Frances Newville of St. Paul, Medi:
son: Gloria Virneadus Rodgers, Grace Pander
and Ronald Childs. Robert Rutherford and
Melvin Scott. (Photos by John N. Crawford,
jr.),

.c.
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SayDawson1
Not Asked
To Quit

CHICAGO, Ill. —
Rep. William L. Dawson and
State Rep, Corneal Davis both
emphatically denied Monday pub.
lished reports of a meeting at
which Dawson was asked to "step ,
down" as Congressman and ward
Christmas, 1956. has passed into Ituated by a beautiful Buddha sta.!
Committeeman.
oblivitin...but the cheer, warmth I tue giving forth incense aromas
A Chicago local paper had said
and festive air of the holiday sea- reminiscent of the Far East. the
that a group of 15 ward leaders1
. to con- honoree, her cousin. Annette Fos-.
son is at its zenith
had met with Dawson, a vicetinue until the beginning of the ter of Nashville, her roommate,
chairman of the Democratic NaMarion
EterWashingt
Springs
Los
on of
Angeles,
New Year. "Hope
tional Committee, and asked that
nal" in the mortal breast .. and Calif., Carol Letting a n d Lula
he vacate his political offices.
ft is our wish that the coming McEwen, enjoyed the delicious
The story asserted that Dawson
listening
peace,
fare and enjoyed
to proyear will bring the joys,
had promised to consider the reprosperity and good health that gressive jazz music.
quest after he was told he had
are the boon of mankind.
Lily Pat had just received word
become a liability to the party.
• ••
that she had been elected t h e
Davis was said to have been quesCOMINGS AND GONGS
queen of the Pi Lambda debutantioned by Dawson as to his part
There was the usual week-end tes. who were to be presented at
in the ouster move. The story also
the Alpha Debutante ball at Little
before Christmas lull last week
claimed that Dawson was in
as the folk busily prepared hearth Rock Wednesday night. The queen
Washington when those seeking his
and home for the greatest holiday has the distinction of making the s
ouster held a caucus and took a
world.
With
Christian
'last
the
entrance
during
In the
the presentaplane back to Chicago when word
SNOWMAN SERVER: Let an
picks firmky, and he can be
prevailing inclement weather our tion ceremony • • . standing in
rings make relish "brooms," of the plans leaked out.
'NOTE'. WORTHY OCCASION
reer when he performed with
amusing snowman display
used many times. Here he
collegians wended their way home front of the beautiful group . . .
and the party-perfect Waver.
— Louis Satchmo Armstrong
the orchestra at a concert for
Reached
Second
at
head-'
Ward
holiday
snur
appetizer
and
s
Carnes
era
topped
them,
Ann
.among
with
and being hailed as queen when
ham pin.
iv Wafers go with everything.
lends
Norman
ear
as
an
Del
benefit of Hungarian relief.
Dawson
quarters,
told
the
Desnacks.
He's made of plastic
wheels, and holds cheese and
Bartholemew from Howard U .. . serenaded by the beautiful Alpha
sports buttons of Ritz Crack.
Mar, conductor of the London
Del Mar was to have conduct'
fender that no such meeting had
foam halls from the dime store,
garlic olive snacks. Pretzel
her brother Billy from Scattergood national hymn.
Philharmonic orchestra, hits a
ed the orchestra when the
ever taken place and that he had
he holds tidbits on cocktail
eticks, celery curls and carrot
•• a
Prep . . . Annie Belle German
high nole on a trumpet. Arm•
'hurried
not
audience shouted " We want
back
from
Washingfrom Tuskegee . . Peggy Ann AK. INITIATION BANQUET
strong was given one of the —
ton" because of any such report.
ateh." International Sound.
White from Bennett . . . Alpha
Last Saturday night Beta Epsigreatest ovations of his ca•
photo
Rep. Davis said he was puzzled
Brawner from Julliard School of lon Omega chapter welcomed
why his name had been used in
Bertha Simpkins from , new members initiated into their
Music .
the
story. He said he knew of no
alcAnulty
Joyce
Voorhis ...
from sisterhood at the Parish Hall of
such meeting and has not been
Tennessee U . . . Robert Fields Emmanuel Episcopal church.
Folquestioned by Dawson about any
from Tennessee U's graduate lowing the initiation ceremoni
es
ouster conspiracy,
school „
Donald Perry. also
the beautifully dressed mem"I'm curious to know who was
of Tennetste State
and many, tiers feted their new sisters at a
SEOUL — (INS) — A number
An old Korean couple looked Merced, Calif., Pvt. James Simon- the writer of the story and where
anany more,
banquet that was elaborate and
• ••
son, Marathon, owa; Capt. John he got hi; misinformation," Davis
lavish in decorations and Service. of American soldiers are bringing after the children.
Williams
took
a
personal
inter- D. Franklin, of (416 Smith Lane) said. "He must have dreamed
There were a lot of comings The AKA pin, glowing tapers, a Christmas for the first time to war
them out of whole cloth. I would
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Twenty- 'Lauderdale; Eugene Cromartie,
est in the orphans and transmit- Mount Holly, N. J. and others.
and goinrs,s in the presence of Ber- bright Christmas tree, lighted up orphans hong
at an ancient Kor- ited
that interest to the other men— The upshot is a Christmas party not have any idea who the 15 three students enrolled in Florida social studies, Vero Beach;
nIce Calloway to Zeta Phi Beta the gorgeous sight of banquet tablerome Dupree, Sarasota; Howlin the unit.
sorority's executive meeting at les decorated with rows of poin- ean temple at Paju.
, with toys, a good meal and candy, phantoms were or where or when A and M university have been sethe ghost meeting was held," DaWhen
ard
Gibbs, history, Cocoa; ClarSergeant
James
Wiliams
HowD.
rotated
settam and ivy that ran the whole . Master
Botel Paris in New York City
home
last
gifts
ofselothing
and later a movie
'
lected to be listed in the 1955-56 ence Griffin,
vis added.
chemistry. PensaAlso to the Empire state and the length of the tables. Professional ard of 1:1,67 Post Road) Warwick. month, Howard and Pfc. Wayne at the company clubhouse.
According to the story, four edition of "Who's Who in Ameri- cola; Yvonne llayling, sociology,
glamor and glitter of New York caterers and white -coated waiters R. I, of the 24th division replace. King. of Mount Pleasant, Iowa. Each soldier in the company
Tallahassee; Frederick HumphCity, went, social scribe Ruby Gad- served the menu of Cornish hens. , ment company, related the story took it upon themselves to try to drew a name and will be personal charges were made against the can Colleges and Universities."
Students selected are outstand- ries, chemistry, Apalachicola;
give the destitute orphans a taste host to one of the orphans.
veteran political leader.
ison to be the houseguest of Mar- wild rice. Waldorf salad. egg nog with a self-conscious grin,
ing in several phases of cam-; Carl Kirksey, chemistry, West
jorie and Wyer Handy, with a ice cream, demi-tasse and petit
I. His stand on civil rights has
"There are 72 orphans there." of Christmas.
. "The orphanage is so far out of
pus life.
Each man in the company do- the way that
Palm Beach; Rebecca Mack. elepossible stop-over in Detroit for fours. Basileus Georgia V. Harvey he said "living in that old temple
it has been an orphan alienated some Negroes frem the Those chosen—a
ll seniors—are: mentary education, Jacksonville;
the Delta convention on her way presided . . . and AKA's are de- 1 that is at least 500 years old and nated part of his salary to buy too,'' said Howard.
Democrats.
Wilbert Blake, history, Cocoa;
Jacob Maxwell, business eduback. Christopher Roulhac, Jr., lighted with their new sorors. Leo- is said to be about 1.200 years old. food and candy for the party and
"In a sense there is a certain
?. Dawson.;instructions to \Yard Evelyn Bullocks,
education. Lake cation. Jacksonville; Edward Mc.
many scrote home.
our former Abe Scharff YMCA ex- da Gammon. Matilda Whalum. "It
selfishne
ss
in
our
leaders
to
playing
split
their votes among City; Marian Carnes. sociology
Santa
is almost inaccessible. You
. Donald. education, Tampa; Shur.
ecutive secretary. now of the Ger- Allie Mae Roberts. Farnestine
Then the packages began to Claus to these kids,
because we the three Democratic candidates Columbus. Ga.; Robert
have
take a rocky, rutted road
Carroll, ley Odom, home economics, Jackmantown. Penn. YMCA is visiting Martin. Velma Lois .Tones. Estelle to gettoto
pour in. They came from the get just as much
it.
out of it as for Sanitary District rather than premed, Ft. Lauderda
le; Georgie sonville; Sylvia Pope, psychology,
families of Sp3 James Sumpter of they do."
his parents. Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Cash, Dr. Clara Brawner and Lilto concentrata votes on Kenneth Conoly, nursing education
"Even the Korean War passed
, Talla- Sanford; Shirley Saunders, de.
Roulhac, along with his charming lian Crowder.
Campbell (Alderman of the 20th !lessee; Rena
it by. It is so remote we only
Conyers, secondary mentary education. Miami: John
offspring. Chris III and Agnes
• • co
Ward)
had
caused
Campbell to education, Daytona Beach;
• found out about it when one of
Em- Sweeting, elementary education,
'Yvonne. His wife. the capable and , MEDICAL AND
lose and deprived them of patron- mett Cooper.
DENTAL
our men stumbled on to it while
secondary education, Miami- and Zebedee Wright. ele.
tharming Nell. who's Jack and !AUXILIARIES'
age.
on a duty detail once •'
West Palm Beach: Gaynell Coop- rnentary education, Fort Lauder'Jill's national president and the , CHRISTMAS SUPPER
3. The Dawson technique in pol- er, foods and nutrition, le o r t dale.
i What Corp. James Williams, of
Grand Secretary of Delta Sigma I
The members of the Memphis
itics is resented by the younger
'Columbus Grove, Ohio, found
Theta is in Detroit for their na- and
Shelby County Medical and
politician
s as "bossism."
ttonal confab.
Dental auxiliaries entertained their when he discovered the rocky ValRepublic
4.
an Rep. William Rob
ley
with
the
lone
temple
perched
more meanderings concerns husbands and a few
guests at a on• its
• side
• is
inson is a grossing threat to Dem• a Buddhist temple of
Geraldine Diamond, who has gone beautiful buffet supper
WASHINGTON — (INS) — The Congress. there were signs of erratic domination
last Fri- the classical
•
of Inc South
ancient Careen style Democrat
to Little Rock, Ark • to spend the day. at Lelia
Walker Clubhouse.
ic . controlled 85th Con- Democratic disunity over legisla_ side and should be matched by
complete %kith beautifully preservholidays with her parents. More Here again,
gress will be torn between talk- I tive policy. Democratic liberals in a youthful militant candidate
beautiful arrange,
ed gold Buddhas inside.
news about our Wonder State (Ai!. mente of poinsettag,
ing about foreign policy and doing the Senate, backed by national
holly wreaths
Rep. Davis commented that ev- This action followed an exten- ize, carry on collective bargaining
Banns) friends concerns Mr. and and Christmas
Three
the
four
of
buildings
old
somethin
g about civil rights.
decorationa precommitteemen, were insisting up- ery organization has its disgrunt- sive investigatiog by the NLRB and to strike, and also
Mrs. J. E. Shivers of Camden. sented a lovely picture. Present have been converted to the Bo
guarantees
These are expected to be the on an "affirmatives'
immediate led members but he did not know of charges that officers, agents, employees the right to -refrain
*he surprised Mr. and Mrs. Louis were Dr. and Mrs.
W. 0. Speight. Kwang orphanage and house 72 principal subjects of the first ses- program,
the unnamel precinct captain of representatives and members of therefrom" when they so elect.
Carroll with pre-Christmas visit. Sr . Dr. and Mrs. W.
Oscar children from ages two to 17 who sion of the new Congress which
Southern Bell filed the charges
Democrat
Senate
Leader
Mr. Shivers was a traveling agent Speight, Jr , Dr. and
ic
Lyn20 years who was quoted as say- the CWA restrained and coerced
Mrs N. B. were left adrift in that remote
Jan, 3.
"I have not felt such pres. Southern Bell employees by at- against the International Union
don Johnson said he preferred to
for Universal Lite and Mrs. Shiv- Watson, Dr. a n d
area
when
the
fighting
passed
by
There isn't much the legislators
Mrs. Thomas
sure since the old days when tempting to keep them from their on May 12. 1955, before the strike
await Eisenhower's Program pro- ing:
ere is a Home Demonstration Watkins, Dr. and Mrs.
L A. Johncan
do
about the
middle posals.
, e'erx election day meant a riot.'' jobs.
had ended. The charges were ft?.
Agent at Camden. The Gaaaway son. Mrs. IV. Mrs. M
L. Adams,
,; East crisis or the Hungarian reed with the regional office of the
sisters. Pearlie Mae and Sadie. are the president of
The
Communic
The
ations
division
Workers
was
of
undersco
red
the Medical auxil.
volt. because the actual conduct of
home from their posts at Tennes- jar. Mrs. C M.
American Union has agreed to ac- NLRB in Atlanta, which conduct.
foreign affairs is a Presiden- when Congressional leaders deRoulhac, Dr. THURSDAY. DEC.
27
see CT's Math Department. Dr. and Mrs. R. Q. Venson.
cept without further hearing an or- ed the investigation and the subsw
dined
to
serve
on
an
advisory
Dr. and
Memphis Club of Tennessee
der by the National Labor Rela- quent hearings,
Marjorte-bee Brown of North Caro- Mrs. Frederick Rivers.
Dr. and
But there will be plenty of de- committee named by Democratic
lina U's Math department is isit• Mrs.
lions Board against the InternaA. Watson. Jr., Dr. and State university, Annual Dance. 10 bate on U. S. policy — with de- National Chairman Paul M, Butp.m.. Club Ebony, closed.
ing her family. the Lawrence Lees, Mrs E Frank
tional Union and 27 of its locals
White. Dr. and
manding questions from the Dem- ler.
of 1106 Mississippi ave.
for strike practices employed durIn addition to by-passing civil
FRIDAY.
DEC. 2R
Mrs. 0 B. Braithwaite, Dr. and
ocratic
side
—
and
some legislaThe young set came in for their Mrs Leland Atkins.
ing the strike against the Southern
rights, the 84th Congress also failMr. and Mrs. A. Maceo Walk- tive action when
Dr. and Mrs.
foreign aid comes
abare of news . . quite fitting. Arthur Horne. Dr. and
Bell Telephone Company in 1955,
ed to complete action on school
Mrs. A. R. er. Debutante Reception, honoring up.
since Christmas is really in their Flowers. Dr, and
the company has reported.
their
construction, Hawaiian - Alaskan
daughter. Miss Lily Patricia LEFT UNFINI
NEW YORK — iINS — A
Mrs, McCormick,
SHED
element! Last .iunday. Ida Marie Dr. and Mrs. .1. H.
statehood, emergency immigraYou can make a lam ge room Specifically, the NLRB charged London newspaper's report that
Seward, Dr. Walker. 1255 South Parkway. East,
Civil rights was one of the maGammon and Herman Gilliam. the and Mrs. A. K. Smith,
tion postal rate increase and Hells with a huge sectional more cozy the unkin with violating Sections actress Elizabeth Taylor
was op.
Dr and 14 to 7 p.m . closed.
jor administration program items
daughter and son respectively of Mrs Cooper Taylor. Dr.
Canyon bills.
Mr.
and
with the proper use of a table. 7 and 8 of the National Labor crated on to save her from twine
Mrs.
Walker.
.
A.
acco
i‘
and Mrs.
left
unfinishe
d
when
the
84th
Conthe John Gammons of Marion. B. F
Early 1957 interest will center
That's what experts at aLos Relations Act, which deals with paralyzed was spiked tonight by
McCleaves. Miss Mattie Supper Dance. honoring Miss
gress adjourned at midnight last
the right of employees to organ- the physician
Ark , and the H. A. Gilliams on Bell. Mrs. E. M.
and foreign and because of the Angeles furniture
who treated her
M. Wright.Mrs Patricia Walker. Universal Lounge!juj.‘ 27.
store did in cne
South Parkway. were hosts to the Estelle Daniels
recent
a.m..
I
tumultuo
to
9
closed.
us
events
aboard.
of
and Mrs. James
their
model
room
settings.
And there will he an, opening
The
new Congress
.Tack and Jill "Welcome Back' Rhodes Mrs
_ The Flamingo Bridge Club. dos,, day battle
is believed
Florence Cole Tat. ,
related to this problem
The large room was dominated
Party for their members vi ho are hert McClease led
ready to do even more on the
home of Mr and when the
the gay groom l er
Senate
by
'
a vast, angled sectional. Inis
party.
called
the
to
order
home for the holidays. The •,:ay lin the singing
Horne, 177..2 Green- on Ian,
refugee problem.
of Christmas carols !Mrs E
stead of placing the outside piece
3.
affair was held at the home of the
view circle
The foreign-aid issue already directly
This sharp fight — over
against the wall, they
Gilliams and we hear they had a JOLLY
whe-1 was under special Senate invesS.APURDAY, DEC. 29
TWENTY CLUB
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to
tighten
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Senate
rule
wonderful time. Honorees included
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weien
Mrs. Maude Bright. Buffet Sup- against filibusters — will
the Middle East behind the sectional so that the
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be just crisis
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-last meeting recently at
bihome
ham. More concerning the same
e
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' Walker. 797 East McLemore ac. partisan drive to pass
of
Mrs.
Radell
Diggins.
President
There they I
set concerns the lovely surprise
There will be a legislative batlack and Jill. Inc , Annual Eisenhower's 'moderate'
.e exchange
civil tie
Not only did this close in the
secret pa
party for Albert Dumas, son of Mr enjoyed
over how much and what kind
10 p in . the Flamingo right, bill in 19.)i. gifts, which seems to be quite a Soiree.
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Room.
financial
subscription.
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the day
CERTAIN TO FAIL
disrlay spot for tall flowers.
after Christmas. His birthday falls 'club feature these class. and were
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on Christmas day . . . and this served hr the two charming
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Dr and Mrs Julian W Kelso. certain to fail
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by being tabled, the Middle
year he had the pleasure of the daughter
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East and Asia.
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Birthday and Christmas. along
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Democrats like Sen. H u b e r t
i home of Mrs. Bernice Dickson on Lily Patricia Walker, 1109 Missis• that a civil rights
CAN YOU USE
bill to protect Humphrey of Minnesot
with the complete stlePrt`e of
a already
a
3
Auction.
.1
an.
Negro
4.
when they will
voting rights will pass and
lovely birthday party the following I emnp:st,,
have served notice they want a
lvodtel Peabody Waiters and become law,
plans for their annual siPTPhiebH
day at the YWCA
MORE
thorough review of what led up
C•aptains, annual C. h r i a t m a s
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A
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party
similar
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for
passed the House to the Suez crisis
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and the break
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i , Club Ebony, subscription
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Democrats retained control of authorize
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.
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Mrs.
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Thas decorations and the added
defeated in the Senate.
13'1 dancing party, honoring Miss Lily uing narrow margins. The Senf ti S h L
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Chine.' motifs. accen-1 t h ,
!The baby. the third of the Jnhn- Patricia Walker. New Year's Eve. ate, for example, again will have
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FRIDAY. JAN. 1
The House will have 233 Demo
Three Is Club, Winter Wonder- crats. 201 Republicans (one in
land Ball, 10 p in . Curries Club doubt) and one sacancy
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Tropicana. closed,
But. esen before the opening of
NOOK HIM-

By Marjorie I. Uien

anta Is GI In Khaki
To Orphans In Korea

23 At Florida A & M
On College 'Who's Who'

Rights Big Issue
Of New Congress

Communications Union
Accepts NLRB Ruling

•

Social Calendar

proper Table
Makes Room
Cozier

Elizabeth Taylor
Reported Improved

CASH'
)
CITY FINANCE

GOOD?

Use the best-tasting baitl
Give him that delicious

Lek fee the sunny-striped
package and label.

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery

N ew Support In
Drive On Bias

NEW YORK — Calling the guarantee of full civil rights for every
American the -number one civil
iliberties issue before the nation,"
' the American Civil Liberties Union has announced a major or.
ganizational effort in the South
to provide new support for the
national campaign to eliminate
discrimination.
The Union's decision was disclosed in a statement commemorating the 165th celebration of Bill
of Rights Day, the anniversare
of the final adoption of the burst
10 amendments to the Constitu•
The statement 14 a, released by
Patrick Murphy Malin. ACLU executive director.

Finds Healing Substance That Does
Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrh
oids

Henri D. Perkins, Prop.

rp-,0TO
rrroTos- rERK1N S-PERKINS
MEMPHI

Art Photography in Technicolor
Automobiles * Homes * Children * Sports
Burials * Portraiture * Social Functions

367 BOYD ST.

15 RUE HUERCO

Memphis, Tennessee

TANGIER, MOROCCO

Tel. JA. 7-6967

Tel. 7605

flew York, N. Y. (Speeial) —
For the first time science has
found • new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another,"very striking improvement" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
improvement was maintained in
eases where doctors' observations
were eontinued over a period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thorough that sufferers were able to
make such astonishing statements
es "Piles have ceased to be a

problem!" And among these eelferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions,some tal
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the we of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrissgents of any kind. The
a new healing substancsecret is
e (BioDyne•)—the discovery of &worldfamous research institution. Already, Rio-Dyne is in wide
for healing injured tissue on use
all
parts oft the body.
This new healing substance
offered in *upper,tory or ointment
form called Preparation 11.• Ask
for individually sealed convenien
t
Preparation H suppositories Sc
Preparation H ointment with vs,
dal applicator. Preparation If
is
sold at all drugstore,,Satisfact
ion
guaranteed or money refunded.
r e Pit Sc

There is no beverage in the
world as eagerly welcomed by
young and old alike as bright
and bracing Coca-Cola. For
entertaining in your home...
for those many magic momenta
that call for refreshment ...
keep well supplied with
Coca-Cola. Stock up...today.
BOrran 04011 Au•notterr Of nit COCA-COLA

terratisea COWAN'? yr•

)CA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF
MEMPHIS TENN.
-r.or•"+, a recparerral
trod•-•Nark.C 1556. TAO COCA-COLA
CoUpA

•

Father's Night
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Effective Dates Listed
Dated Jan. 17 On New Social Security

ill/ Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
Clryou name me another sea- Mesdames Mary Merriwether, Alson of the year that is as wonder- lene Bond, Jessie Bethel, Guyeula
ful as Christmas? Everybody is Jarman, Marie Wisdom, Helen,
iin044e1l of good spirit and sbove Bledsoe, Bobbie Pettis, Mary E.
all:. the spirit of giving. Here's McCrary- and
Misses
Eva
hoping that Santa filled those Bruome, Darlene Hutson a n d
•
stockings with every thing you Juanita Peoples. Others unable to
liUt-Iff your order.
be present sent gits.
good to know that so in e
A new edition has been added
where no re- to the C. N. Berry family. Anoth:membered
a.turn-was expected. Mainly, the er darling
baby girl who h a s
Pati•ai at Western State hospit- been
named Thelma Kaye.
al it "Bolivar, Tenn. The Student
Counell- at Lane college sponsor- COUNCIL CLOSES YEAR
ed thelsane college Choir in YuleThe Madison County Council of
THE LADIES SOCIAL CLUB:
14. Members of the group are
tide meting on Thursday for the Home Demonstration met Saturseen at one of the beautifully
pat.lento. Friday found the Merry day. Dec 13 at the Madison Coun- - The Ten Ladies Social club
entertained their husbands and
decorated tables. They aro•
Higc-rchool Glee Club giving .a ty Court House for the last meetiriends at a lovel-y pre-Christstanding, left to right coniert and carrying gifts from. ing of the year. Much has been
mas dinner at LeMoyne GarMrs. D. Hero. Mrs. F. Morthe student body and faculty.
accomplished and a very successdens auditorium, Friday, Dec.
ton, Mrs. V. Boyd, Mrs. ('.
Sunday. members of Beta Omega ful year under the supervision of
Potts, reporter; Mrs. M. (;oodSigma - chapter of Delta Sigma Miss A. B. Jackson, the agent,
Theta sorority is said to be the was reported by Mrs. Slajorie
•
greatest success in its history. Benson, publicity chairman. This
•••••••••••••••••••••,
The children had anxiously look- meeting coming during the Christed forward to the date of last mas season found members hapTuesday when the City of Jack- pily exchanging gifts. Election of
son. Educational Department, co- officers for the i'esr ef 1957 also
operated and excused first a n d took place. Holding office will be
second graders to join the fun at Mrs. Edna Johnson. president;
1 o'clock in the afternoon in the Mrs. Ella Wir..ston, vice pres.;
Lane college Health Buildin g. Mrs. E. M. Hunt, secretary; Mrs.
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST •
Plenty of goodies was distributed Louise Greer. asst. secy.: Mrs.
•
••••••••••••••••••••••
to the youngsters as Santa Claus Minnie Conley, treasurer; M r
rgade his grand appearance and Alice Theus, devotional leader:
the Lane College Band was there Mrs. Marion Jackson, program
to furnish the music. No, they chairman: Mrs. Ruby Ingram, sodidn't Want to leave. They wanted cial committee chairman; M r s.
to stlY and keep Santa but he had Mary Ann Pankey, planning commat1.1r Other places to go before mittee chairman: and Mrs. Mahe started on his ride on Christ- jorie Benson, publicity chairman.
mas Eve. Don't worry, he will be The installation of officers will
back next yesr.
take place at the January meetkila&KHOWERED
ing which is scheduled tor t h e
Thelittle newcomer. Buford third Saturday in January. A II
Hurst, son of Mr. and ladies are asked to be present.
ord Hurst on Berry st.,
The I.ane college basketball
ower given in his honor team returned from their tour last
IRMA by the members of Lin- Wednesday and reported a very
eld(23gmentary school faculty of successful trip. They ended up
isghttithis mother is a part. The with two wins and two losses,
leilpw didn't know what it heating Savannah State and Morerwas--44. about but he knew some- house and losing to Florida ACM
ihuiratrange was happening. It and Morris Brown college T h e
1111032h a surprise to Mrs. Hurst highest losing points weren't over 1
Tegfr:Pey all entered carrying eight which speaks very good for
Oft-1W tears of joy were im- the Lane college Dragons. T h e
meth•Sely brought to her eyes. team folds up now until after
Thsawucluded everything a little Christmas holidays Xavier uniyotman's heart would desire. versity will he met here Jan. 3
SALMON MACARONI BAKE
nerajso brought along refresh • at the Lane college gym
mentrof hot chocolate and cook- I Here's wishing all my readers a
If the man of your house thinks four people generously with just
les.---fliose in attendance were very Happy New Year.
no meal is complete without one cup of salmon. That's anmeat, you'll certainly want to try other reason SALMON MACAROMEAN.my recipe for SALMON MACA- NI BAKE is a favorite of mine ..
RONI BAKE. Because this meat. and why I'm sure it will be a
less man dish. served golden- favorite of yours, too!
brown and piping hot right from
SALMON MACARONI BAKE
your oven, makes a hearty satis•
2 eggs
11 cup water
fialoilowing persons died: WIL- WILLIE HOWARD, at her resi fying meal that's exceptionally de1, cup Pet Evaporated Milk
LIAXDALLEN, at his residence. dence, 160 Rear Overton Park licious.
There's nothing unusual about
3.4 teaspoon dry mustard
Bietl/py le, Dec. 20; MRS. AN15; MRS. ROSIE ROBERTS
N?.t_AERRY, at her residence.'Dec•
I Tables'. in grated onion
,I at her residence, 294 W. Fay, Dec the ingredients called for in this re11.53-lieywood, Dec. 19; MRS. SAL- 19; MRS. MARGRET RODGES cipe-things like canned salmon,
/ teaspoon salt
LIE...3i. DOUGLASS at Browns-- at John Gaston hospital, Dec. 16: cooked macaroni, eggs, American
:1 cups drained, cooked, elbow
villa lamital, Dec. 14; MRS. IDA MRS. L1TTE SMITH, at her resi- cheese and PET EVAPORATF.I)
macaroni
REEZHOBSON, at John Gaston dence. Rosemark, Tenn., Dec 21: MILK. But the special way the in1'2 c ii p s grated %merle:in
hospital, Dec. 19; J 0 E LOUIS OSTON SWIFT, at Kennedy Vet- gredients are combined makes
cheese
LEE, Dec. 16; MRS. JOSEPHINE erans hospital, Dec. 19; MRS. this dish more than a little differ1 cup drained, canned salmon,
WILLIAMS. at John Gaston hos- TEMP1' WARR, at her residence ent. The special recipe secret is
broken into pieces (1-oz. can)
pital....- Dec. 18; MRS. LENA 876 Athens. Dec. 19.
this
the rich milk-and-cheese
1-4 cup catsup
YANCZY. Dec. 14; 'MRS. WILsauce iscombined with
Beat eggs well in a 2-quart
LIE DOTSON, Dec. 11; TOM
beaten eggs ,and mixed RIGHT bowl. Add and niix well the water,
BISlita, at his residence. 1394
W I T II the salmon and maca- miik. mustard, onion, salt. macaBrif
Dec. 16; JAMES A. JOHNroni. That gives you good roni. cheese and salmon. Put into
S0,1.t E. H. Crump hospital
salmon flavor all through the a well-greased dish about Ii x 10-in.
Dec. 27, MRS BELL KELLEY,
dish. . . and, thanks to the Bake near center of 350 oven
at her residence, 131 Talbot, Dec.
cheese, eggs, and doubler i c h (moth-rate) about 45 min., or until
15: •
milk-much of the same nourish- firm and light brown. Cut into
GEORGE PHILLIPS. at his resiment found in lean meat.
pieces and top with the catsup.
dence. Dec. 15; MRS. CARRIE
Congressman . Adam Clayto
With this recipe. you can serve. Makes 4 servings.
Kirip_: MORRIS, Dec. 17; ED Powell called Dr. J. E. Walker
PEE, at John Gaston hospita!, after his arrival in New York City
Dec. 15; WAYMAN TICE, at his last Sunday morning to explain
residenie. 1911 Lawndale, Chicago, that a grounded plane in the
Ill.; .11ERS. JESSIE MAE ELLIS caribbean wheie he had been on
BILLOPS. at Bethlehem Baptist a tour, prevented his speaking
h u !se h. Dec. 16; CLARENCE here at the Tri-State Bank of
GAITHERS, Dec. 11; MRS. KATIE Memphis' 10 anniversary p r
GRtels1. at John Gaston hospital, gram .
rfec; 111
.
; ROBERT LEE GRIGGS.
A crowd of some 1.000 waited
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
in CII/Cago. Ill., Dec. 15; SAM at Metropolitan Baptist church unHATTrN, at John Gaston hospit- til around 10:30 p m., hoping the! HOLLYWOOD- When Anita Ek- very little.• I think the fabulous
al, flee
.
, 15; MRS. GEORGIA LU- Congressman would show. It was, berg bailed her Englishman hus- story is about our mother who
CAS, at her residence. 76 West assumed he would come in on one band out of jail today where he had didn't take no for an answer, and
rfliniZrDec. 7; MRS. KATIE WIL- of the delayed planes because' been placed on a drunk charge. I gave us courage to keep punching
LIAMS, at her residence, 976 Pop- there had been no word from him wonder if. she thought about this: away in the face of adversity
lar. Dec. 16; EARL DAILY, at about the plane being grounded According to Miss Ekberg AmericWith Christmas just around the
Mia'ataglppi and Walker. Dec. 15:
While awaiting the Congressman, an men are rude, they are too corner, Steve Allen will present
MRS: WILLIE HOWARD, at her the audience heard Dr. .1 E. Wal- fresh, five minutes after they the Vienna Boys Choir on his Sunresidence, 160 rear Overton, Dec. ker. president of the bank; A. Ma- meet you, they are calling you day. Dec. 23rd show. The boys will
IS.' 7
ceo Walker, executive vice presS1 'baby.' She continues on with, present some of the world's bestWILLIE JAMES LEE at his dent; Jesse Turner, cashier. and. "That's not the way it's done in loved Christmas carols. On the
residence. 694 D Georgia. last Pref. Blair T. Hunt. Enjoyable Europe. The Continental man is same date, Charles Dickens' "A
weer.-ANDREW RICHARDSON. music was provided by the :se never familiar with a girl. particu- Christmas Carol" will be sung for
at Kenwedy Veterans hospital. Dee. Moyne college choir, directed by tarty one he's just met."
the first time on NBC-TV, for the
14: -AIALL WALKER. Dec. 14: Prof. John Whitaker. and Mrs ! "Women adore
the man who is 90-minute show, the title will be,
MRS CHARLOTTE GROVER, at Charles Etta Braham at the or tender, courteous and attentive. "The Stingiest Mart in Town." with
I= Ma! Road, Dec. 21; MRS.
Few Americans are this gracious. Basil Rathbone, in the role of
••••••••10111E
Indeed, many are downright rude Scrooge, and Basil sings for the
and impolite. Having said that, Ill first time in his distinguished caprobably receive a bomb in the reer.
Right behind Christmas, as it
morning mail!" Yep. Anita. you
are so right, here is the first bomb. has for so many years, comes New
From t hes press reports, apparently Year come the bowl football
your choice of-a man, was not so games, and covering the 'daddy'
good, if the reports of his arrest of all bowl games is the world
famous "Rose Bowl Games' with
ETC correct.
Gentlemen. Anita, whether Con- the wonderful "Tournament of
tinental or American. just don't Roses Parade" in the morning. The
get drunk in public and make Rose Bowl and Rose Parade are in
spectacles of themselves and get nearby Passadena, Calif., so what
arrested. AND, you haven't soften- has this to do with Hollywood?
ed the blow, by saying that you are
not referring to all Hollywood men.
Left-over paint may' be saved
We know that there are many
in
airtight glass jars, clearly labelgentlemen in this country, and for
your information there are quite ed to identify the room or furnias many as there are in Europe. ture each color will match. When
Jane Withers, who resumed her nicks or stains occur, stir paints
film career in "Giant" says her
thoroughly and use for a perfectly
four-year-old son Randy has anmatching
touch-up job
nounced that he'd lilte Santa Claus
to bring him a guitar, so he can
be a singer like (Jane thinks)
Elvis Presley.
Speaking of Life stories, the proLOANS — INSURANCI
posed motion picture about the
72 Union Avenge
Marx brothers will de I m
Stools, Memphis 10 Toon
with their mother. Grouc o revealJA. 6-01141
ed. Actually we'll be in the picture
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i--*These Passed On
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Powell Explains
His Absence

this.

A Father's Night program will
be a feature of the next PTA
meeting at Porter school, Thurs•
day. Jan 17, 1957. L. V. Johnson
is chairman for the occasion,
Mrs. Dante Strong, president.
urges all executive committee
members to be present for the
meeting Wednesday night, Jan. 9,
at 3:30 p.m.. in the school,
Just recently Porter climaxed
its annual membership drive with
an interesting Christmas program
featuring outstanding pupil talent.
The program was sponsored by
the dramatic club, stith Mr. E.
D. Elrod as leader

Effective dates in 1957 on Fed- Farmerwho netted $400 or IMOES
eral social security legislation en- 1 are requires! to report.
Mr. Lanes said the first Celli
acted this year were emphasised
benefits for severely disabled
W.
Manager
J.
of the workers between 50 and 65 years
by
Lanes.
Memphis social security office, in of age will not be payable-Sea statement on the new provis- fore July 1957. Disabled workers
of any age who have worked five
ions
years under social security betas°
First cash benefits for disabled
becoming disabled for work should
children °Vet' 15 will be payable contact the social security office
under the old-age anti suevivors if they have not already done so
program for January., to inquire about protection of benellowever, applications for disabled fit rights.
Women at age 62 who qualify
children filed any time in 1957 for benefits
may apply to receive
will protect benefit rights begin- them now instead of waiting until
CAROLS HEARD
nine in January. The child must age 65 Benefits for women workIt included "Yuletide Carols" have been disabled before age IS. rs and wives are'reduced if they
with the support of the hand, jun- must be unmarried amt deperd- start before 65.
;Ilan. sitting, left to right - ior
high and intermediate glee ent on a parent entitled to old-age TAX INCREASES
Mrs. E. Clark, Mrs. H. HaralThenew year also ushers in
club. The familiar carols under benefits or dependent on a parent
son, president; Mrs. D. Danthe direction of R. J. MeLemnre. who died insured after l039. Un- new social security tax increases
dridge, secretary and Mrs. J. Mrs. E. M.
Wynne and Mrs. der the new provisions adult chil- commencing with earnings in 1957.
Monger, treasurer. (McChrisD. R. jarrell. were exceptionally dren disabled since childhood may Emplosers and employees w ill
ton photo)
well done.
qualify for benefits regardless of each contribute 2 1-4 percent on
Mrs. M. L. Cox and 4-RA class whether they have ever worked. the first $4200 of wages. The selfemployed who have a net profit
reported 77 members as the larg- MILITARY INCLUDED
of 5400 or more in 1957 will pay
est number of any class. Most.
January 1957 also marks t is
classes reported 100 percent for a tirst month for compulsory cover- a tax of 3 3-5 percent on the first
total of 2.707 members, which left age of active military service. $4200 of net earnings. The increasPorter still the largest PTA chap Members of the uniformed serv- es will be used to pay the added
•
ter in Memohis and Tennessee. ices will now receive protection ebst of.disability insurance protection Social Security tax rates
The awarding of prises to the afforded civilian workers
en 1956 earnings up to $4200 are
holders of lucky numbers was an
January
the secBy the end of
enjoyahe feature, Mr. MeLemore ond annual wage reports on farm 2 percent each for employer and
employee and 3 percent on n e t
won the turkey. Mrs. G. L. Gos- workers
will he due from all farm: earnings of the self-employed.
sett•s 9A class won the attenders who paid at least $100 cash
For more information on how
ance cup with 12 parents presin 19.1,; to one or more farm work- the new provisions apply in inent.
ers.
dividual situations, Mr. Eanes adBus a large and a small plastic ' R. B. Thompson, principal, inBeginning Jan. I. a new test of vised contacting the social securfoamm ball at the dime store Fast- vited all parents to attend the City
coverage for farm work goes into ity office at 188 Jefferson ave.,
en together with several cocktail Beautiful program scheduled for
effec:. In 1957 farm workers are Memphis, Tenn.
picks and add a paper hat of your Porter school Tuesday. Jan. R.
covered if they earn $150 cash
Free pamphlets are available.
own choosing. Snacks on cocktail Pupils of Porter sohool will parone
from
or
farmer
work
op.
picks make face and buttons and ticipate when prises are awarded or
more days for the same farmdecorate your Snowman Seryci for the most beautiful Christmas
er and the pay is figured on a
deeorat
ions.
gaily. (Plastic foam holds secureMr. Thomson MO commented time hasis.
ly and can be used asain and
Self - employed lawyers, denagain. It is very light weight and on the Civilian Defense program tists. osteopaths, veterinarians,
for
the
which
has
been
set
sip
if you're going to use a lot of
chiropractors. naturopaths and opsnacks, it's
help to anchor the safety of the pupils while at tometrists still make their first
snowman to the tray with some school.
The nevd for a recreation cen• self - employment reports for 1936.
florist's putty )
Reports that the Shelby County
tier was stressed for some possi- Returns are due in January for
Use the snowman as the centerthose reporting on calendar year delegation will introduce legislable.
piece and sorround him wills liar-1
•
1956 Returns must he made to tion in the next gentral assemlic Olives. Ham Pinwheels or your
the District Director of Internal bly to force the state NAACP to
favorite snacks. - Revenue and the social security divulge its membership rolls and
all sources of revenue drew no
tax paid by April 15, 1957.
immediate
comment from Atty.
aftal
OPERATORS
An estimated 10 to 23 per cent
Faint operators, including own- II. T Lockard, president of the::
of spices and herbs are now being
ers sharecroppers and tenants. Memphis NAAt'I'
JERUSALEM - (INS) - An
'
packaged in glass. A little more
were
brought under social Recur
Mr Lnekard who was recently
army spokesman said Arab
than ten years ago, scarcely any
its' beginning in 1955 and their reelected president of the chapyeti raiders Sunday blew up an
spices were packed in glass can- Israeli littildine at a tosvn ten miles second self - employment reports ter in !Memphis, was contacted at
will be due in January. Farmers home Sundas• as he prepared to
tainers.
from the Jordan border.
who have land farmed by some return to church. He said he nad
one else will make their first self- no comment on 'the proposed legeniployment reports when filing islation
1956 income tax returns providThe unidentified source which
ed they took an important part gave the report, said the legislain the production or management tion, would prescribe penalties for
of the crop
violation and would ponfer t h •
All self-employed farmers w h o right to enforce its provisions on
grossed between $600 and $1800 in the attorney general of each cir1956 may report and take credit cuit court district.
for two-thirds of their gross for
The Shelby delegation Is a Citisocial security purposes whether zens for Progress group which ran
or not they ruake this much. on the "Keep Memphis Down in
Dixie," slogan and oddly enough,
gained wide support among Negroes in the Stewartville pol.ing
place where certain Negro educators, ied by Prof. Guy Roffman, boosted the CP cause,

Snowman
Server For
Snack Tray

No Comment
From Local
NAACP Head

israeli Buildmo
Raiders Blow Up

Automatic Roast Minder

Tribute To
Founder

A big holiday roast or turkey is easy to prepare with the new and accurate meat thermometer which plugs into the oven of modern gas ranges.
The metal rod is thrust into the roast or fowl and as the meat cooks its
renter temperature registers on a marked dial on the range back panel.
_

NOW 5000 WATTS

NOW 5000 WATTS

Members of the National council of Negro Women all over the
country have been observing the
row ending month of December
IS a tribute to their founder, Dr.
Mary McLeod Bethune
The observance was marked by
a number of special programs and
conferences in local areas In the
midwest, Mrs. Carotene N. Bell
was the guest speaker for the
council in East St. Louis, Ill.

CITYWIDE
TV SERVICE

Phone Cl. 8-1252
Day - Nite & Sunday
E-Z TERMS ON PIX
TUBES AND REPAIR
BILLS

HOLLYWOOD

•

•

J. F. DICKINSON. CO. Inc.

•

Put Your
DIAL

DIAL

1480

SCHEDULE

1480

PROS RAM
TIME
SOON ON-00SPEL PRINCE
5.00 - 5 30
GOSPEL PRINCE
5 '30 - 6 00
GOSPEL PRINCE
6 00 - 6 30
Y SHOW
KT
y DORY
uNNE
6 30 - 7 00
H
HO
7.00 - 7 30
HUNKY DORY SHOW
7 30 -800
8 00 - 8'30
HUSKY DORY SHOW
SPIRITUAL SUNBEAMS
8:30 - 900
9 00 - 9.30
SOUTHERN WONDERS
9 30 REV, 1 H OORDON
00
10 00 - 10.30
REV, I H GORDON
10 30 - 1100
REV. I H GORDON
11 00 - 110.,
NEWS
HUNKY DORY SHOW
11:05 - 11 30
MURKY DORY 8140W
11:30 - 12 00
MIRKY DORY SHOW
10
12 00
HUSKY DORY SHOW
12 30 - 1 00
HUSKY DORY SHOW
1 00 - 1 30
1 30 -200
REV I. H OORDON
REV. I. 14 OORDON
2.00 - 2 30
WS
2'30 - 3:00
REV. I It GORDON
1 00 - 05
OS - 3'30
CANE COLE CLUB
110. 450
CANE COLE CLUB
400 - 5 10
CANE COLE CLUB
tO - 5:13
PRAYER FOR PEACE—SIGN OFT
• OMIT ALL NEWS PROGRAMS FROM SATURDAY'S SCHEDULE
TIME
GR AcIENTS
P AOLM
A nO - A.:10
SIGN ON--SPIRITC7
SPIRITUAL saoserters
6 30 - 7 On
7 n0 - S 00
REV W HERBERT roar:waren
R 30
• 00
ORAL ROBERTS HEALING WATERS
JORDAN WONDERA
30 - 8 45
SPIRITUAL SUNBEAMS
RAS - 9 00
900 PROVIDENCE RAPTIST CHURCH
30
910 - 1000
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH
1000 - 10:30
SOUTHERN WONDERS
11:00
10 30
OK HIT PARADE
OK HIT PARADE
-1:0 1130
11:30 - 12:00
OR HIT PARADE
12 00 - 1230
AR
AT
/IS
E
HITRPP
AR
pTRATTy
O
12 30 - 1 -00
IA10 - 1 30
PLATTER PARTN
1 30 - 2'00
MEET THE LEADEP
Too - 3 00
NF.W SHILOH BAPTIST 01411RCH
300 - 4:00
1.ANIL AVENUE CHURCH OF' OOP
COO - 3 10
JAZZ 17NI.FMITFT)
5-10 - 5 11
PRATER POW PEACE--SION orr

HAPPY HOLIDAY'S
— From

DOUTHIT CARROLL PONTIAC CO.
1011 UNION AVENUE

BEST FOOT
FORWARD
for the

NEW YEAR
with SHOESfrom
Willailit
• SOUTH MAIN STREET
"Four Mors Of Shoos"

Dealer Its
Memphis

Your Pontiac

'--

•.•o•••102111
..••••••aw
••••••••
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Notion Awaits Pair Movies; One Promised
'Island In Sun' Ready;
'Fabulous . Two Reaches
Script Writing Stage
Then along comes the movie ofHollywood enters the scene
fer.
HOLLYWOOD — Top brass in
offers
the girls a role in a
and
this city of fanatical capers, beautiful women and celluloid colossals, picture to be titled "The Fabulous
is actually agog over two films, . Two." The girls are brought to
one completed and another near- Hollywood and schooled in the art
of American movie making but
ing the peak of planning stage.
The finished product is "Island allowed to keep their West Indian
• In The Sun" with Harry Belafonte ; brogue.- What the girls do with
ding to
and Dorothy Dandridge occupying; their picture work a° W:d
prominent roles. The promised col- .1 the story is the Wes, 1.at has
ossal is "Fabulous Two" that will film brass awaitiws ',Al shootteam the talents and looks of Lena ing with sntieianeiner predicting a
Horne and Miss Dandridge. This "2:17rat box soffice All this, of
one. like "Island In The Sun" will course, 's •,ust a promise since
be filmed in the West Indie the story oas Tiot St,eeri completed
Islands with a few scenes shot in and 1.). suggested stars remain
unsigned.
Paris.
The story, as announced will be
While this is going on Hollywood
about two Island beauties who and the nation's theatre goers are
stand out in the rough glitte, in anxiously awaiting the premier of
strange clothing, who catch the "Island In The Sun." This is the
eye of a talent scout visiting the picture that has the nation talkIsland in search of better climate ing about the love scene between
for his health.
Dorothy Dandridge and a Holly.
Leaving the Island the scout wood male. In a way it is rival
stops off in Paris, where he dis- ing "Baby Doll" in pre-release
cusses the air of females, their controversy. Difference of course
charm and uniqueness with a fam- there is little likelihood that
ous French movie director. The "Island In The Sun" will he
girls are brought to Paris, dress- frowned on by certain factions,
reed in fabulous gown and paraded ligious and otherwise, as is
true of
before night club audiences as "Baby
Lone chance that
princesses. Several months of cafe "Island" will meet with
opposition
work finds the girls learning to is the predicted bannings in
secdance and sing. a great asset to tions of Dixie. And this little
mattheir beauty and natural talents. ter was taken care of by
the directModern performances had dis- or who told the press:
"We make
placed the native entertainment , pictures to make money and
not to
they arrived with.
I please any section of the nation."
By HILDA SEE

BARRY BELAFONTE, right.
Is shown autographing book
for stewardess a n d friend

when he returned from making "Island In The Sun" in
the West Indies Islands.

so they say
By AL MONROE .WHEN ANNOUNCEMENT of career as band leader ends he'll
Cordie King's marriage to some- I have little to worry about on fione other than Sammy Davis, jr., nancial kick — GLADYS HAS enwas made the "know-ails" im- gineered enough property purchasmediately screamed "knew it was es to keep "[lamp" in the dough
a publicity stunt all along." t:lean-I without working for the rest of
ing no Davis-King hookup was ever his life. — MOST OF THE PROPactually in the making.— THIS ERTY is in California where real
IS FAR from the truth. — FACT estate is big business. — EDDIE
4411111111101
IS SAMMY and Cordie were quite HEYWOOD. famed composer and
LENA HORNE
leader
one
the;
be
combo
of
will
serious when the announcement
was made. WHAT HAPPENED star guests on Robert Slontgomery
was the timing. — CORDIE KING presents, TV colorcast, Monday
WANTED to hurry the wedding Dec. 31, 8:30 p.m. over NBC. Prowhile Sammy sought delay.— HE gram listed as "Music For You
WANTED TO he sure the marriage New Year's Eve" will feature the
would last and felt time — based tops in jazz. 7 ALW'AYS INTERESTING and inspiring are the anea learning to know each other
se the song goes, was the answer. foal Xmas cards sent out by Andy
Razaf and wife with the poetic
10 INSTEAD OF referring
what happened as something that
o LINES BY ANDY as reading matnever was actually meant to hap- ter.— THOSE VERY UNIQUE
a
pen let's just remember it as Xmas cards sent out by Louis
Mike (iross, writing in Bill"Give me some more magne!Armstrong, Red Saunders. Earl board, popular stage weekly re- tism" is Lionel Hampton's ansomething time erased.
Bostic and others were made by ports Lionel Hampton as having swer to
•• •
the U. S. musical envoys
top organist Lonnie Simmons— a very definite opinion of those overseas
who've been claiming
TH!R
ARE THOSE WHO DINAH
WASHINGTON'S Xmas who attack certain styles of
mu- that the riots at his Enropean coneentend aaminy's management
eve opening at Chicago's Budland
sic.
planted seed for an imaginary cafe
certs are doing the cause of
was one of the ga est In
wedding to offset adverse publIciSays the article
; American jazz no good.
I Windy City history.
ty for the star's rumored Intera, s, •
racial romances. — THIS CAN
ZIGGY JOHNSON asto arrive
hardly be the u ace• —IN
FACT in Chicago from Detroit just before
THERE weren't any cases against
Xmas but was delayed when he
Sammy that were artNepted as
had troubles putting on his boxing
bonifide. — THERE WERE. of I gloves
,
HE WEARS the gloves.
course, rumors of -affairs" that
according to Count Basic to avoid
stemmed from a well known gos•
having to go into his pocket when
sip magazine which were never
time comes to reach for the check
proved. AT LEAST TO THE satisat any given party.— VIEWERS
faction of the average Davis fan
and admirer — 'SFENNY THING WITNESSING television program
"studio I" that offered the tal•
but if Pearl Bailey and hubby
ents of
Louis and others are
Louis Bellson are able to till all agreed Joe
that show vk as good.—
the dinner engagements awaiting
'ern when they arrive in ('hicago HOWFAER MOST viewers were
this weekend THEY WILL NOT critical of *THE "SEPIA CHAMPION'S" choke of language when
have to buy a single meal during
I talking
to
a
newspaperman
the week's stay. — BUT DOLLARS!
vi bite) w hum he never forgot to
TO doughnuts they won't choose
call "mister." c‘en when dealing
to be gothered with fans who wish
to show 'em off to friends outside the scribe a verbal lashing.— IT
IS WITH heartfelt thanks that this
the theatre,
corner saltaca the many: many
••
stars who directed Xmas cards to
; WHEN LIONEL HANIPTON S his desk.

ZAG
DOROTHY DANDRIDGE

Lionel Hampton Hits Critics;
Says Presley Must Have Goods
1

Maxine Sullivan
Hits Radio Via
Robert 0. Lewis

BER(01 aN is shown
presenting the late James Hackett the Oscar he oon as a

NEV YORK — Maxine Sullis an . ,t)een suns., ou;,.. s -sell as tops
the little girl who parlayed the 'dramatically. In addition to hetune "Loch Lomond"l into a ling a great singer. Maxine is fa.
Broadway career and radio gold vored with acting talents sureturns to her first love, radio, pretne. ‘'iewers will find this to be
Dec. 26 when she guest stars on true (Olen she arrives via the
the Robert Q. Lewis shoo.
Robert• Q. Lewis show WednesMiss Sullivan will hit the air day.
waves w ith her theme song. chirp
Maxine's original appearance
a number or two and then submit on Broadway was in the form of
to an unusual interview with the a surprise since stemmers were
program's emcee and "name" unacquainted with her talents.
Its HILDA SEE
However. in a short time she was1
Robert Q. Lewis.
a
fixture
street
of
the
•irects.
in
HOLLYW OOD — The nomina•
Maxine Sullivan. absent from
Isla%
the spotlight for a few seasons
twos for "Oscars" for 1957 based
returned in 1956 to knock strollers
on "bests" for 1956 will come up
et,
9
^
sour and the outlook is very dull
cold with several sock° performfor chances that ans one Sepia
ances. radio, screen and TV. In
artist will be named
fact. Wednesday's appearance on
With the machiners- already
radio is a repeal. She appeared on
being oiled and the moters visibly
the Lewis show several weeks :leo
While in behalf of certain acand was hailed the nation over
tors Ana actresses a check shows
As a 'result of this successtul
plainly the absence of a Dot Danperformance many Lewis listendredge.
a Harry Belafonte oh a
ers wired in requests that she be
.flS
Lena Horne The sepia participabrought back. Lewis answered on
tion in pies ssa, appreeiabls low
his nationally released programs
—She Messiah.' one of Ilandel's during early part of the 1956 sea
that he would has c the Loch Lo•
greatest works. was presented by son.
Rend girl back at the earliest
the Bluefield Slate College choir
There is a slight chance that
ewsvenience. The "earliest conin the auditorium of the Arts and -Island In The Sun". now in proteebience" will arrive this Wed- Crafts building.
duction may he rushed through to
Beeday,
Solo parts were taken by Mrs. eempletion before first of year
Maxine has appeared in smeral Ella Nash Jarrell. soprano: Miss
deadline nyit there is little likeliSteedway productions and also as Eloise Neely. contralto: William
hood thy., it could he distributed
OUpporting star in several mov- S Martin, tenor zind .1 '
rumen to nation', yahoos sereons before
ies. Many at her movie stints have , bass.
I that time When films are corn-

spetial citation for his great
perhirmanie in ''song Of The
south". Baskett. a Harlem

comic reached Hollywood the
hard way but soon had the fame,
' movie colony singing his
praise.

He attributes the European concert riots to the temper of the
times there and not the tempo of I
the music. "The constant threat
of war and the depression." he
said. "have made the kids highly
emotional and they look anywhere
for the- slightest reAzin to explode." He explained that the A.msterdam riot flared up during
his straight jazz treatment of
"How High the Moon" and not
during any so-called rock 'n' roll
tune.
The riots, however, haven't hurt
his appeal for the European managers. lie's slotted for a return
next August oith tours pencilled
in for Germany, Belgium, Holland. Spain and North Africa. The
trek is expected to run until
March. 1958.

ries will linger where this corner
is concerned and one is that were
it not for the former Kansas City
impersario I would never have
made it to Broadway, a desire of
forget the opening number that I
wrote for John Levy's Ebony
Club: "There's a Holiday (tillie)
on Broadway and there's good
blues tonight."
Dancer Prince Spencer of the
Four Sirsp Brothers in town icing
enough to pick up his '57 Cadillac
and left the following message to
a certan ex hoofing buddy of his,
-Bye. bye. I'm gone."
every performer in the businese.
John Levy sent his partner Al
Martin down to Atlantic City
where I was producing and working the show at Pops Williams'
Club Harlem, John sent the message, "Tell 7,iggy
that when he
closes Sunday night to come right
in and
get my show ready ; and
have it ready) by Friday. I'm going to give him Billie Holiday as
his featured personality so tell
him to start writing from there."
Anyone who knew John Levy
would know that is he way be
operated. fast and big time.
Well, to make a long story
short, with the help of Joe Lovis
who paid off my hotel bill (I
couldn't because t h e jockeys
weren't giving me the right horse
and to think that we were running together) Claudia Oliver and
a lady named Rose (not Broadway) and I readied the show for
a Friday opening and I shall nes er

Mak& Jackson
Gives Spiritual.
Tunes New Twist

NEW ORLEANS — (ANY) —, Enthusiasts ultimately recorded
•'Anybody that sings the blues is her voice and the first record, "I
in a deep pit yelling for help, and Will Move On Up A Little High.
I'm simply not in that kind of ; er." was a remarkable success.
Now an internationally recog.
position."
So said Mahalia Jackson once nized singer. Miss tlackson ad.
when queried on her preference ' heres annually to a life-long practice.
for singing spirituals.
pietist they .oust face censors here Ions period of presenting them
Miss Jackson, who sang on the
and there for different reasons Hattie McDaniel and Jimmy BasSunday, Dec. 23, NBC-TV's "Wide,
kelt were winners. Hattie in supbefore beine allowed to he placed
Wide World" is regarded by many
porting role and James having a
on the market and this takes special category created for
as the world's greatest gospel
him.
time
singer. She has also been describDorothy Dandridge was nomina"Island in the Sun.- so say
ed as the possessor of the greatated for his singing of one of
those who have watched producjazz voice since Bessie Smith.
est
ted for her performance in "Cartion offers Dandridge and Bela- ;
But Miss Jackson warts no truck
men tones"; Belafonte was nom
forte in spotlighted parts. Howwith jazz or the blues. She won't
presentation songs hut both
ever neither could hardly rate failed to
even step inside a night club,
win out.
By MABEL B. CROOKS
the -best" awards even in this
much less sing in one. Says she.
Tennessee
u AS
c ui
rfsliV
t
,Stthant
one since pix also includes Joan . Ethel Waters was not nominat"I sing God's music because it nNi‘,e
4
ys William
Fontaine and James Mason and ed. It was before the "suggestions;
gives me hope." And she regards
received favorable critic notices
John Austin, all three of wliom preceding awards" plan was in-;
a performance as a failure if she
last week for his bass solo part in
will be marqueed hove Dot ?nd augurated, hut many thought she
has not filled her audience with
the 17th Nashville Community
.S.
Hants
Another important tact should have been -for her per.
"the joyful spirit."
Chorus rendition of the "Messiah"
'Member
formance
in
Of
T
h
e
anent "Island' is fact that most
She was born in New Orleans in
by Handel.
,/;;1°
all of shooting was done abroad ; Wedding."
1911, the daughter of a dockworker
The Arkansas-born Memphiam
which may or may not eliminate
who doubled 45 a clergyman on who is a senior
However the coming awards do
majoring in music
it, cast members from consider not suggest possibility of a single
Sunday. She sang in her father's education, scored a first
when he
ation There is, however, a dais- sepian having a chance even for
choir, and developed her own voice was chosen from among
more
sification of "foreien made" films nomination That is. as pointed MAXINE RULLIVAN returns as by listening to such varied voices
than twenty aspirants for the bass
perhsos "Island" will he avail- out above, unless "Island in The guest star - -1 lb. Robert Q. Lewis as those of Ma Rainey and Enrico solo
part. He is a pupil of E 1'.
ol:le for consideration
••
er it Sun" is rosited through various radio show (('BS) wea . Dec, 26, Caruso — along with Bessie Gains. voice
instructor at Tennis.
hits the screens.
p.m.
committees and haw/9004e
;Smith.
see State.

With Sepia Chances Nil

'4

dt

GY JOHNSON

DETROIT—Blanche and Charles
Shaver (he's the trumpet star of
the late Tommy Dorsey band)
sending their greeting from New
York's Copa . . .Izzy Rowe delights in calling me •gramps,';
The complaints from America's j "Hampton is playing rock 'n roll just received another note with
"goodwill" musicians, who seem ; and not
that title.
jazz."
to be displaying plenty of ill-will
Spence Twins and LaVern BaAccording to Hampiton. who
as far as each other's musical
re-11er sending the same message
merits are concerned, h a v e turned from an eight-week tour
from far away: -Take care of
ranged from "Hampton is using of England and the Continent yourself
a n d be careful, y o u
magnetism instead of jazz"- and last week (12 i it's just a matter know what
we mean." . . .These
of rival performers trying to de- things you would
rather not
' tract from those who are doing write: Abe Broad
whom I catl pop
business. He cited Elvis Presley is in Grace hospital;
overwork is
as an example. "That man ain't the cause
of his breakdown. Drop
sayin' nothin' ," Hampton said him a card.
he's heard some musicians say of
Singer-comedian and lover Art
Presley. "As far as I'm concerned," he added, "man that sells Hal has a new number that may
soon become a hit. Mimi Lynch
that manY records must be saymay do the chirping of it on the
ing something to somebody."
record . . . Lonesome interp
Re rock tn' roll Hampton said dancer calling from New Yorly
r that's it's now Europe's label for Baby Grand to no avail. The kid
anything with a beat. "I'm play- hads gone home to his wife. He
ing jazz with a big band beat,- he
sick,
said, "and we're creating a new
From California comes a note
; interest for jazz over there.- He ftom molumnist
Gertrude Gipson
also pointed out that the audien- about a dancer named "Satin
ces have demonstrated that t!,-, • Doll- whom she feels has
t hc
want the big hand sound and the "perfect body," and a wardrobe
, cool small combos have been that is valued at over $3000.
And
having trouble pulling in t h e guess what? She wants to come
crowds.
•
this way. (With all that to offer.
"Rock 'n' roll," he explained. I'd like to change Horace Gree"is part of jazz with a few minor leys' line and tell the little doll to
riffs added and even here in the ; "Come East, Little Girl, Come
U. S.. people who have been East.")
knocking rock tri' roll have been
The fabulous "Poor John" is
putting it into their music."
gone but many pleasant memo-

Film 'Oscar' Time Nears

Bluatieki
:J'Me....Lail
W1)-rase
i

law

zI

W. C. Lathon
Triumphs In
'Messiah'

1

0

1956 A Yea—r Of Super Sports Feats

DEFENDER
I
1SAT., DEC. 29, 1950
About 5/.000 oil evils eels
ed during 1955.

-7

Newcombe,
Althea Add
Top Year

'

Banquet Honors
NCC Grid Team

Ry HOWARD SIGMAND

DURHAM, N. C. — Thirty-live' Kennedy presented Ruldick with
members of North Carolina col- a framed picture of the 1956 elev.
lege's 1956 football team were en.
honored at a banquet here last HERALD FULL TEAM
week at the Chase Restaurant.
Footballers attending the Affair
Presiding at the affair which were: George Alexander. Saliswas sponsored by the NCC Stu- bury, N. C.: Josenh Allen, Durdent Government Association was ham, N. C.: John Baker, Raleigh,
Charles V. Holland of Durham, N. C.. Ernest Barnes. Durham,
N. C.; Charles Baron WinstonSG President.
Salem, N. C.; James L. BryPRESENTED TROPHY
N. B. 1Vhite, president of the ant Durham. N. C.; Carvis Bullock, Creedmoor, N. C.; Janies
Durlwin Business and Profession-1
Chambers, Kernersville, N. C.;
chain,
presented a champional
Eugene
Coleman. Greensboro, N.
ship trophy to the Eagles' grid. ;
ders. It was the third trophy in C.; Charles Coward, Kinston N.
C.; and Llosd Eason, Newport
four years for the NCC footballNews, Va.
ers.
lleminy Faust. Burlington, N,
Coach Herman Riddick. NCC C.;
Isiah
Galling.
Neeport
alumnus, brought the Eagles their News. Va.; Bernard
Cross, Newfirst grid crown in 1953. Ile re- port News,
Va.; Willie If a Y r se
peated in 1954.
Durham. N. C.; James Iledeepelh,
The CIAA statistician has ruled Edenton, N. C.; Baxton
Holman,
the Eagles co-champions in a Hanes, N. C.; Edward
L. Hudthree way tie with Delaware and son, Williamsburg,
Va.; Clifton
Morgan
However, the Eagles Jackson, Hampton, Va.;
Robert
claim their interpretation of the Johnson Raleigh, N.
C.; Harold
conference's Dickinson gives them Joyner, Williamston,
N. C. and
a larger number of final points William Henry Lewis,
Williamsthan either of their opponents. burn, 1'a,
This matter won't be settled final
Albert Montgomery, Gastonia, ly until the ('IAA's annual meet- N. C.; Dougias
Nettingham, Lauing in the spring.
rinburg, N. C ; Dave Parreott,
Other participants on the pro- Asbury Park. N..1.;
Charles Sangram, in addition to llolland and ders, Asheville,
N. C.; Thomas
Riddick, wero coeds Betty Cooper Stith, Portsmouth,
Va.; Oscar Turand Shirley Slacklin; C. A. Ray stead, Durham.
N. C.; George
and L. A. Merritt of the NCC Wallace, Williamsburg,
Va.; DeNews Bureau; Or. I. G. Newton, re! Webster, Raleigh,
C.;
director of athletics; James A. James A. Williams,
Trenton, N.
Stevens, line coach: W. J. Ken- C.; Paul Winslow,
Weeksville, N.
nedy, jr., and NCC President Al- C. and Paul Woodard,
Smithfield,
fonso Elder.
N. C.

NF:W YORK — Athletes young
and old made a conquest of time
and space in 1956. a year of super
NEW YEAR'S Day is just of a game at Milliken unit ersity performances in
sports highlightaround the corner but the old year in Decatur, 111. snot Alabama was ed hs the first perfect no-hit, nopresident
of the conference and run game in World Series history.
lingers on. On the first day of
unfortunate enough to carry out
Don Larsen. a righthanded pitch1957. Texas Southern university's
the conference ruling. But what er in the employ of the New
ridders take on Prairie View in the conference didn't know would
York Yankees, achieved baseballi
e Prairie View Bowl in Houston. fill a book.
immortality last Oct. 8, when he
memory serVes us correctly
It was sort of like coining into I retched his masterpiece no-hitter
•
'ailed the shot some months
a woman's home and telling her to beat the Brooklyn Dodgers. 2
when the. Southwestern cont 0 in the fifth game of the sehow to run it and finally getting to
erence was trying to take over
run out as she wielded:the broom. rice.
game of long standing. The
Larsen's unprecedented feat proPrairie View had — and still has —
sme is the brain child of Dr.
no thought of giving up THEIR vided what many observers conE. B. Evans, now president of
•
OWN bowl game on New Year's sidered to be the outstanding
Prairie View college and at the
day, Dr Banks is a trustee of At- sports story of the year, but
time secretary of the Southwestlanta university and Mrs. Banks there were many, many more
ern conference and chairman of
is a graduate of that school. That which made 1956 one of the most
the P. V. athletic committee, and
high jump champion (renter)
CHAMP AND COACH — Rewelcoming party. Mrs. Alice
was the reason why Atlanta was dramatic and exciting years in
Dr. W. S. Banks. now retired, who
and U. S. women's track and
Coat hman Davis, (right) winsuggested as P. V.'s first bowl recent times. It had eversCning, turning f r om the ...O1smpic
then as head of Prairie View.
record-smashing, thrills, humor,
field coach, Nell Jackson, left.
ner of the women's high jump
foe. Dr. Banks also is a trustee
games in Melbourne, Mildred
We had a little something to do
frustration and pathos. And it was
recces ed a rousing welcome
in the 1948 London Olympics
of Texas college in Tyler. Texas,
McDaniel,
Olyhipic women's
from the Tuske,ece university
with it. However that isn't the
greets the Olympians.
where Long was head coach and • e;;,,, ;ewes:
point of discussion. Atlanta unihis wife Was a member of the
versity,
coached
Walter faculty. Fred,
by
unofficial team title at the Melwho had built up a
"Chief" Aiken, e as invited and
bourne Olympics. The Sosiets had
whale of a reputation at Wiley
accepted. James Law was coach college.
an unofficial point total of 722 to
down in Marshall, Texas,
at Prairie View. The first game, and had done more than anybody
593 for the U. S., and beat Uncle
• played at old \Vest End park in
Sam in gold medals, 37 to 32.
to place the school on the map.
• 1928 e.as won by Atlanta in the was coach at Texas college which
The U S. won 16 gold medals
losing minute of play. 6 to 0. We wasn't
in track and field, and the baswit fling many football
H..ever run into Frank Stanley,
ketball, weight lifting and rowing
games an the irate alumni were
•ublisher of the Louisville De- "breathing
chain pion ships
NEW ORLEANS, La. — The
fire" on Fred behind
nder and grand something or his back.
Eleven world records and 3.5
South Central Athletic Cenference
Olympic marks were shattered at
of the Alphas, or drop into
held their annual fall meeting last
Things weren't just warm. They
the Games.
•11̀..
ey Jones. originally a Georg- were hot as all blazes. Result:
weok at Dillard university.
In addition to starring at the
ere a boy but now a lawyer and Fred is back at Wiley. Wasn't
Dr.
H White, president of
Olympics, the foot racers and
'`'• alderman (Democratic) from Chi- much anywhere else he could go.
Mississippi Vocational college was
muscle
pastieip:ted
men
in
cago's sixth ward, but what those Ile went to Prairie Vies, for
re-elected as conference president
a
crushing old et.cords throughou:
two don't play that final period mighty short stay
for another year. Other officers
leaving
after
the year.
ef the classic all over again.
elected were: Dr. J. R. Otis, AlWiley and much to the dismay
DUMAS JUMPS 7FT.
corn president, vice-president; J.
And let's not bring up Chief lof his own friends he didn't stay.
Among the outstanding w a s
A. .lackson, Coahonia college,
Aiken, Because that was a great jumping to Texas college e.here
Charlie Dumas, a 19-year-old from
secretary -treasurer; V. II, Wiltriumph for him and ended a glo- he was sure things would be bet'
California who became the first
liam, commissioner, and B. E.
rious season — star•studded with ter although no one but Fred
high juniper in history to go over
Coulon, Mississippi Vocational colvictories—even though Aiken had thought so. Texas college didn't
seven feet. Dumas, who was to
lege, publicity relations.
been charged with recruiting, as have the material and the foes of
win the Olympic championship,
ALTHEA GIBSON
Mississippi Vocational college
well as taking. some of the coun- the Steers just loved to kick them
TALLAHASSEE — Thirty - six the evening, head coach
FLOYD PATTERSON
I jumped seven feet, 1 2 inch in a
was declared the 1956 football
A. S.
try's best football talent. Oh. yes. around to get even with Long for a world-wide show because 1956
tnembers of the 1956 Florida A Gaither reviewed the
trial meet.
champions
'56 season
with a record of' 6-0
December, Floyd Patterson kayoBefore we forget it, the score was the times when his Wiley Wild- was an Olympic year.
and M university Rattlers —win- and made his first public
More members were added to
in conference play, however the
comto 0 in favor of the Atlanta cats. ruled the roost.
Events, nations and personali- the four-minute mile club, and ed ancient Archie Moore, who like
ners of the Southern Intereolleg- ments concerning the 41-39
championship
loss
trophy
was
withis :I( Benny, claims he is 39. Ths
team. We always will believe that
iate
We suggested — that was some ties made it memorable
Athletic Conference crown for to Tennessee State in the
the U. S. saw its first under-four
head
until
investigations
Orange
resulting
five
round
knockout made Pat
game could have ended in a score- months ago — or better yet we RUSS TAKE OLYMPICS
four consecutive years — were Blossom Classic in Miami
minute mile.
on Dee.
terson, 197,2 Olympic 165-poend from protest Involving Dillard awarded the coveted varsity "F"
less tie. An intercepted pass. A run declared that Prairie View wasn't
Russia's etate-financed athletes
1.
Australia's aim Bailey. a Uni- twito
of
the
university,
Alcorn,
MVC
and
Toulr
i
l
s
t
d
,
heavweight
king
of about 80 yards. The touchdown. going to abide by any such con- won the unofficial team cham- versity of Oregon student, beat
during the traditional athletic banGaither accepted full responsiplot) are completed.
The missed try for the extra point. sarned foolish ideas of the confer- vionships at both the winter and his fellow-countryman and world
'quet held in the university corn- Inlay for the loss and said that
Mississippi
Vocational
college
.
Atlanta U. kicked off. The game ence about the New Year's day summer Olympics, despite the fact record holder John Land y; (3158) SUGAR KO'S OLSON
mons last Wednesday, which was he would settle for an eight
-one
so•ns.
Middleweight champ Ray fob- and Alcorn college dominated the attended
was over. Why didn't Prairie N'iew classic. And we went further to that the U. S. scored a record in a West Coast race last May.
by more than 250 per- record any season. 41 am proud
All-Conference
Football
squad
by
hold the ball, rush with it and eat state or to hint that the best thing victory in the main event track Bailey's time was 358.6. Ron De- inson knocked out ex -champ Bobo pacine three and four
of this team, they are a great
men re-1
d• •
up less that 30 seconds? That's Prairie View could do was to and field phase of the competition. lany (3:59) of :Ireland. a Villa- Olsonf
Speaker for the occasion was bunch of boys," stated the Pam -U
spectively with Dillard Mississipbout.
The man of the year had to be nova student. 41 Denmark's GunCoach Law has been trying schedule Texas Southern and play
James "Big Jim" 1Villiams, ath- mentor. He thanked the many
In horse racing. Nashua. the pi Industrial putting two men on
to gure out ever since. prairie the bowl game as a part of the
letic director and head coach of persons who have labored in ore
nar Nielsen (3:59.1).
m
y
t
h
i
c
a
l
e
eleven.
millionaire thoroughbred. reti
View gambled on a touchdown regular seasorets grid activities.
redBlake High school, Tampa. and der to make a successful footDelany capped his sensational at
,h‘e:a.As11-1(1',otnefdereans
the age of four with all-lime erT
play — and lost. That's the \say Transportation of P. V.'s foe
year by winning the classic 1.500 top earnings
eefofr
l„
°tbsa:li F:
Pla—
y- himself a former Rattler quarter- ball season.
of 81,288,565. But .
Others who made remarks IP.
of life.
back. Williams, who spoke from
would be far less than bringing a
meter event at the Olympics, a the horse
Mason
Dchan,
Acorn:
E.
—
Lawof the year was CaliSo. as President Eisenhower team from a distance. Fisk went
the subject, "What A t h 1 e t i c s eluded J. R. E. Lee, jr., business
rare that featured five of the fornia's
son
Perslev,
MVC;
T
—
Johnny
great, record - smashing
would say, we come to the main to Houston and made a miserable
Means To Me," challenged the manager. Dr. George W. Gore,
members of the "Wonder Mile"
Swap. The sensational colt, who, Claw. Alcorn; T — Lewis White,
players
point. The Southwestern confer- showing.
to exemplify the same jr., university president, and Al
fraternity. The great Landy wound
Alcorn;
G.
—
Stanley
Hines, MVC;
suffered a broken leg, was recompetitive spirit in life as they Frazier, All American halfback
Texans do things in a big way.
ence decided that they would take
up his fabulous career by finish—
Newtie
G
Boyd,
Alcorn:
C
—
covering
over — you know like big shot Houston folk throw open their
" the West Coast 35 Oscar Pipper, Dillard; QB —Walt- have done on the gridiron. "Life and captain of the Rattlers, Demi
ing third to the 21-year-old Irish- the
new year seriproached. Neeitself is competitve," warned the M. S. Thomas, school of engineer
racketeers do — and the champ- doors to entertain. New Year's
man
dies won the Kentucky Derby and; er Taylor, MVC; H — Robert
i ing and mechanic arts, served as
ions of the conference would play (lay will see leo Texas elevens
Russia's Vladimir Kuts emerg- the
Terrell, Mississippi Industrial; se speaker.
Belmont Stakes and was the _ .
,I toastmaster.
lohn Moss. Dillard; F — Bur- REVIEWS SEASON
the champions of another confer- clash. It could be an anneal affair
ed as the top distance man in the top three-yea
!
r-old. Johnny Lone,nell Smith. Alcorn.
ence if the latter decided to Re. between the team schools. The
world by sweeping both the 5,000 den set a
Following the major address ot 7 AWARDS GIVEN
new all-time record
and 10,000 meter runs at the Olym- (4.971 plus)
cept. And one Mr. Fred Long. (dm best thing the conference can do
In addition to Dennis Jefferson,
for jockey victor
ies.•
pics in recoid time The U S.
some, years ago played a whale is to admit they pulled a boner.
a native Tallahassean who receive
In harness racing. The Intruder
could boast the world's best sprint- won the
ed the Quarterback Club Award
Hambletonian and Noble,
er in Bobby Morrow, the lanky Adios copped
for sportsmanship for the second
the Little Brown I
Texan who copped three Olym- Jug. Adios Harry
year, there were slx other awards,
and Scott Frost I
a
DON NEWCOMBE
pia gold medals,
Zeke Burrows, J. B. Bragg Mee
were the two outstanding horses
Wes Santee, America's premmorial trophy, Miami; Frasier, J.
in the sulky sport,
Mickey Mantle. soft-spoken new
R. E. Lee, sr., trophy, JacksonJack
Burke,
jr.. won the Matt- .
pride of the Yankees who hit 52
vile; James 0. Mobley trophy,
fere and PGA golf champion-1
homers, won the A m erica n
The All Opponent Team select- , From Maryland State comes Carl Crowell,
Columbus, Ga.; Wilships. The U. S open
League's "Triple Crown" and was
ed by the'Delaware State Hor- Vernon Vaughn, end: Roger ham Johnson,
Lewis A. Stokes
by Dr. Cary Middlecoff v.hvialse bar-i
iinaniniously selected as h i
nets, co-champions of the CIAA, I Brown, tackle; Eric Allen, guard; Award, Miami:
• DURHAM, N. C. — North Caro- suming CIAA play in Durham on league's most valuable player, The
Robert Taylor,
vey Ward repeated as National
is dominated by four of their nine and John Sample, halfback. These Snakepit
Tina college's basketballers play Saturday, Jan. 5, 1957, with Hemp- 25-year-old slugger was hailed
Award, Dania. T h 0
Amateur champion. Australia's
Hawks
(oar
opponents.
the
were
constant
thorn
Gathering
of
most
a
a
awardswere
three nonconference teams in Wil- ton Institute's cagers.
presented by Coach •
Pete Thomson Agin his t h i r ml
everywhere as the heir apparent
berths on the team was Maryland to the Hornets
Hansel Tookes.
Islington, N. C., Jackson, Miss.,
straight British Open and
After a game slated for Willis- to Babe Ruth,
Eng- State college with a total of four.
St. Augustine's college places
and Grambling. La.. before re- ton Industrial High school on Dec.
land's 18-year-old John Beharrell
Baseball's Sal Magaie was the
St. Augustine's college p 1 a c e d Napoleon Cloud, end; Earl Richtook
the British Amateur.
22 with Savannah State college, comeback man of the year. The
' three. and Bloomsburg S t a t e ardson, center: and D o n a I d /111111,111111111111111111111111111111MMIIIIInelet111111011
In women's golf, Marlene Bauer
the Eagles return to Durham for 39-year-old righty contributed 13
Teachers college and King's col- Thompson, halfback. The work of
Hagge won the ladies PGA: Mrs. lege placed two
Forchin the Christmaseseason. Then, they victories, including a no-hitter to
these Falcons enabled St. Augusame
each.
Kathy Cornelius copped the U. S.
shove off Southwards for their the Brooklyn pennant cause.
tine's to tie Delaware State — the
Open and (7anada's Marlene Stew- •.egro-,
clash
r•it3h1.3 aTheyc kson cmool eoovner
em beu
ROCKY RETIRES
(a1141 only blemish on the Hornets' conart won the National Amateur
st
Undefeated Rocky Marciano reference record.
tourney.
a mbling for New Year's play
tired as heavyweight champion of
De-toGr
King's college of Wilkes-Barre,
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, Pa.—
FRISCO
REPEATS
powerful
Louisiana
five.
with the
the world and Floyd Patterson,
' Pa., with guard Bob Mahoney and Lincoln
university's basketball - College
basketball and foot'sall
, at 21, became the youngest man
bullet passing quarterback Bernie team has concluded its pre-holiday., CHAMPS
WALLOP
CIAA
.1—
saw the continued domination by
TALLAHASSEE — Jimmy For- '
I ever to aseend to the heavyweight
! Koval gave the Hornets a rough play with an 0-4 record The Lt.:
•
Before the holidays. the Eagles rthrone.
two Goliaths. San Francisco won
chin of Florida A and M univertime before bowing out.
ons have lost to Bloomfield col.Maryland
marched
where,
north
to
the
college
sity was named the Most Valuable
basketball crown for
sports world lost two of its
spoe
Another Pennsylvania school, lege, Millersville State Teacherf
the second straight year while
Player of the Georgia Invitational they turned back Coach "Nay
most prominent members throug'n
Bloomsburg State Teachers col- college, Howard university, Delazooming its record victory streak
Baeketbail Tournament played in Taylor s defending (.IAA quint 75 :lie deaths of Connie Mack, the
lege, placed tackle Harry Hughes ware State college, Rider college
to 62.
to 55 straight and Oklahoma's tinAtlanta last week.
j grand old man of baseball and
and fullback Joseph Malczyk on and Hampton Institute.
beaten Sooners made it a record
In the. Maryland contest. Sam Babe Didriksen Zahrrias. greatest
The Belle Glade guard led the
the team. Bloomsburg was the
For the first six games on Lin; 40 straight while gaining another
Florida A and M cagers to the Jones. the Eagles' highly touted woman athlete of all time.
N. C. JONES
only opponent to defeat the Dela- coin's schedule, Theodore Ellis, OP
national grid crown.
tl'aiina5l--4eIBT championship star, who is tbe loop's outstanding
All this was just a part of the T
ware State Hornets, who compiled 1", junior from Norristown, Pa.,
The pro basketball crown was
hMlimping in total of 44 points floor man, made 14 points to take fantastic year in which new sten- I ler miler who has failed to break
a 7-1-1 record for the season.
has led the team in scoring. He
ae.aMst Morehkuse, Clark and his season's average in five games dards became the fashion in al.! through the four-minute barrier, won by the Philadelphia Warriors
Complete team included: Ends: has scored a total of 79 points
and
in 1956, with Otto Graham reMorris Brown colleges. all of At- to 14.3.
made news this year when he
most all sports,
Vaaghn, Maryland State, a n d on 29 field goals and 21 free throws
lanta.
Maryland's versatile John SamRussia, showing strength in such was stripped of his amateur sta- tired, the defending National Foot(loud, St. Augustine's. Tackles: for a 13.2 average per game. Elball
League
kingpin Clevelane
He was singled out for his stel- ple was high point man as he fringe events as gymnastics and tus by the AU for accepting exHughes. Bloomburg, and Brown lis also leads the team in the re.
CHARLIE DUMAS
Browns were nowhere in the
lar performance by his teammates pulled in 20, followed by Frank Greco-Roman wrestline won the cessive expense payments.
Maryland State. Guards: Mahon. bounds department with 83.
and sports writers covering the Carr with 12. and Carl Greene
In baseball, it was all Mantle championship race.
lain the Davis Cup at the end ey, King's, and Allen, Maryland
Upon resumption of the 22 game
Australians
Georgia -meet. Forchin was used with 10.
dominated the ten - of 1956. Aussie Ken Rosewall won State. Center: Richardson, St.
in the hitting department. The i
schedule on Jan. 7. the Lions win
nis scene and were favored to resparingly in the opening contest
cen
magn
the U. S. National Tennis cham- Augustine's. Backs: Koval, King's, oppose the Panthers from VirginAfter the Maryland fracas, the
against Morehouse and dropped in Eagles'
batting championship (.353), the
pionship when he upset his coun- Thompson, St. Augustine's: Sam- ia Union university.
CIAA record stood at 4-1.
only nine points. He replaced Leo Tom Harris' Union Panthers
home run crown (52) and the
tryman, Lew Hoed, thus prevent- ple, Maryland State and Malczyk,
upset
Morgan in the Clark contest and NCC
1111111111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111110111111
reins-batted in (130) and led in
ing a "grand slam" for Hoed Bloomsburg
in Durham on Dec 10, 65 to
made his greatest offensive show.
runs scored (132) total bases (376s
who had won all the other major
63 in a thriller that saw Junius
ing by hitting the nets fer a total Pretty
and in slugging peecentage (.705).
crowns.
net 24 points, Carl Smith
of 23 points against Clark in the dumped 10.
NEWR MOST VALUARI E
Shirley Fry won the women's
semi-finals. Morgan was sidelined
Don Newcombe, Brooklyn's 27title at Wimbledon and Forest
with an injured ankle.
game winner, was the National
Hills, but Althea Gibson won about
fie made 12 points 'and was a
League's Most Veleable Player.
every other tourney in Europe
figure
in the fine ball hanhey
Big Newk also won the first anand Asia.
dling and control displayed by his
The 1956 Texas Southern Uni- I were 9th with 3959 yards for a
nual Cy Young award as the outALTHEA ROAMS WORLD
teammates which enabled them
standing pitcher in the majors.
The NCAA. Pacific Coast con- versity Tigers, who meet Prairie . per game average 395.9 yards: in
to coast to a 67 to 56 victory over
But if wasn't a completely rosy
ference an Big Tee conference View. Jan. 1 in the 29th annual individual pass receiving William
Morris Brown in the finals
road. Newcombe was shelled out
dished out penalties of various Prairie View Bowl, rank high in Glossom, 180 pound speed merchForchin came to Florida A and
in two World Series starts and
degrees to members for violation the final NAIA statistics recently ant end, tied for first place on
II after completing a colorful athcritics said he was "gutless" and
of the "amateur code." The bans, I released. Statistics cover 465 NAIA touchdown passes caught with
letic career at Everglades Vocacouldn't win the big ones.
and was 9th in receiving as he
against many of the schools, af- schools.
tional High school in Belle Glade
The National League pennant
an team scoring TSU ranked caught 19 passes for 386 yards.
fected the 1957 Bowl lineup.
at Vocational High, he letrace was a sizzler and went down
In ice hockey, the Montreal Ca- 15Ih with 288 points to opponents'
Alexander T. Durley, Tiger
in basketball, basebel and
to the final day before the Dodnadiens defeated the Detroit Red 107: in scoring passes the team Quarterback was third in touch[2.6..c.weett. 2 ,
too all.
gers offset the strong challenge
Wings for the Stanley Cup chem. ranked second with 15; in team down passes thrown with 14;
Mold potato triad III custard cum,
He is a native of Moorestown,
of the Milwaukee Braves and the
nionship of the National Hockey rushing the Tigers were 8th with
Gardley was 19th in indiOwn turn (tut onto lettuce arisen yea are
N. J., stands sia-two, weighs 187
Cincinnati Redlegs.
reedy to wow teem
League.
2986 yards in 317 rushing attempts vidual scoring with 10 touch'units, and is a sophomore
Marciano hung up his gloves
And Pat Flaherty won the In- for a game average of 2986 yards: downs and 8 extra points for a
'ring in physical education.
LEE CALHOUNE
SUGAR RAY
for good, he ad, in April. In
dianapolis "500" Speedway tuella tral team offense the Tigers total 01 6$ point/.
- 0—

P. V. Bowl

MVC,Alcorn
Stars Top
SCAC Squad

Gaither Accepts
Blame For Loss

NCC Plays Three
Games On Road

e aware State P.
icks
All-Opponent Squad

Lincoln U. Cagers
To Face New Year I
With 0-6 Record

N
Mo Valuable
InGa.Tourney

'
iM'
11111111101110.

Wife Preservers

Tsu Prairie View Totals
Show Offensive Power

-
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' HOMECOMING
FOR TEN? NESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY'S FABULOUS SIX OLYMPIANS — AND HERE THEY
i ARE! (I) The rush of students with "Welcome Home!"
"Congratulations!" cheers and
eorsageo I e r Tennessee
State university's 1556 Olympic participants as they de-

planed at Berry Field in Nashville. "Mis,, Tennessee State"
and her attendants pinred the
corsages. In addition to the
Olympic Games in Melbourne,
these girls went on to Sydney, Australia, where they ran
in the British Empire Games.
(2) "Here's what we brought
back, Coach," the girls tell

Coach Edward S. Temple as
they show him medals and
plaques. (Coach Temple did
not make the trip with the
team.) (3) "It's truly wonderful," say Student Council President and Vice President Robert X. Williams and Walter
Caldwell (on extreme right),
as Tennessee State students

wi
wr
es

take over the team. (4) Willie B. White (born in Money,
Miss.), third from left, who
captured second place in the
Olympic broad jump competition with a leap of 19'11 3-4",
bringing home a 'liver menet. (5) U. S. A. Olympic Womr'
en's Track and Field Team
Captain Mae Faggs who holds

an array of AAU indoor and
outdoor titles and records, and
oho became the 'first woman
in the history of the Olympics
to participate three consecutive times in track and field
events (1948, 1952, 19a6). (6).
A closeup of the eleven 1.95e
01)nipie medals ( iniliv idual
and team) and the five Hsi-

Forrest City & Madison Briefs
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are (1. to r.) Dr. Boswell, Willie B. White of Greenwood,
Miss.; Lucinda Willi a m s,
Bloomingdale. Ga.; Wilma Rudolph, Clarksville, T e n n.;
Coach Temple, Mae Faggs,
Bay Side, N. Y.; Isabelle Daniels,
Ga. (oho placed
fourth in the( Olympic 109-met'
ter dash and set a new rec

Pannell's Annual Hunt
Draws From Six States

Br 10C/A/EN/4 V. CLARK

S.

tish Empire C•ames plaques16 in all—which the six Tennessee State university meno
bers on the USA Olympic
Women's Track and F ie I d
Team brought back from Australia. CI) After the shouting
and the tumult, the girls pose
with Vice President •1, V. Boswell and Coach Temple. Thee

Well, Christmas has come and Gwendolyn Starlard and Tempie
gone and old Santa Claus, weary I Moorehead.
•• •
from making so many calls, has
made his annual trek back to
The Semper Fidelis club ladies
the North Pole to prepare for an- with their husbands and
guests enother year. And we are here. . joyed their annual
Christmas Parstill filled with the holiday spirit. ty at the
Lincoln High school
Our purses are thinner, perhaps, home economics cottage.
The cotbut our hearts are filled with joy tage was
appropriately decorated
.that special joy that only with
Christmas tree and other
Christmas can bring, and hope holiday ornaments
. The guest s
that this New Year will hold played
games, exchanged gifts
an abundance of happiness, con- and
were served tasty refreshtentment. . .and peace for t h e ments.
world,
•••
The faculty of Evans G rove' Mrs. Clyde
Moore left last Fri.
Elementary school presented their day to
spend the holidays with
annual oratorical and musical relatives in Chicago.
While there
contest recently. Participants in she will attend
the wedding of her
this contest represented all t h e niece. Miss
Rose Mary EwingO
elementary schools in this vicin- The groom-to-be is
Ralph
ity. Stewart school won first place bly, formerly of Widener. Crum- ,I
nratory,
in
with Parkin ElemenMr. and Mrs. Hank Delaney are
BEFORE TAKING OFF on a
tary school, second, and Pales- spending the
Christmas holidays
flight to New York City for
tine school, third. Eldridge But-; in Atlanta, Ga.
the professional football chamler school placed first in music
I wish you a happy an a most
pionship game between the
and Stewart school, second. Over-! prosperous New Year
tis Wilson is principal of Evans
Grove school.
• ••
The Christ Church Parochial
school presented "The Birth of Jesus" in pageant last week. ChristWDIA's Gridirrm Greatest, Sam
mas music was furnished by the
Walker and Nat D. Williams oetto
first and second grade pupils.
cave Friday Dec 28 for New
The Seven Hearts Civic and SoYork to see the World Series of
cial Teen-age club sponsored their
prefessionat football. the Nationannual "Snow Ball" tea at the
al Football League championship
home of their president, Elizagame The two teams playing
beth Frierson, recently. T h e y;
are the New York Football
would like to thank each of their;
ants and the Chicago Football
participants and contributors. It
• Bears.
was very successful. The proceeds
Mr. WDIA Gridiron Greatest
from this effort will go to bring
played left tackle for the st a 1 e
cheer to unfortunate persons in
champion St. Augustine Thunderour community at Christmas.
bolts who were undefeated th is
On Dec. 21. this club sponsored
Meat whee frozen ssirisSs a b
season. This award is given ana Mistletoe Dance
at
Christ
So the butchers say.
by Radio Station WDIA
church Parochial school cottaae.
.n Memphis, Tenn., to the outNet weight cost at time of sale
They report a very enjoyable
landing prep football player in
evening.
Is all that you shoute pay.
Memphis.
The NHA Girls of Lincoln High
To qualify fcr this honor. the
Prepacked meats shrink, after
school enjoyed dancing. exchanaplayer must meet strict stando time, and lose weight. Signs
hag gifts, and a tasty snack et
ards. He must excel in classroom
of the loss of weight ore.
their annual Christmas Party la'-tunics, sportsmanship, teamwork.
discoloration of the cardweek, The school cafeteria, beauaothall .ability and must be pram.
board tray, or moisture beads
-tifully decorated in the yuletide
among fellow students. Sam
on the wrapping. Ask the
motif, provided the setting for the
Welker met all those require.
clerk to reweigh meat, so
rock 'n roll fun supervised by
nents
you ore sure of how reeeh
Miss Lucille McCall and Mr s
HONOR
STUDENT
you ore getting.
Etna Shannon.
Ire has been an honor student
The Eurekette club held t h
twp
,hopp,„ go, row „,$),..
for his entire four years at Et.
Xmas Party at the home of Mr.
Aseetstine Hi2h school. Ile h a s
and Mrs. Willard Whitaker. Gifts
woes. ea se,,.ss of h,nts WOS piepoted
been on the Principal's list for the
by the Cey Seciler of Clucogo, and ee
were excha.sged and members
entire four years. . .and has been
Npartmeat d We.ghts and Measures
and guests alike had fun galore.
a member of the National Honor
Club sponsors are Me sd a m
—
Toes:fay, January lit

By MA_BEL B. CROOKS

ord in the 100-yard dash at
10.5 in the British Empire
Games, and Margaret Mato,
thews, Atlanta. Ga. (Faggs,t
Matthews, Rudolph and Daniels — as USA relay team in
the Olympics — broke Olympic and world records and
placed third.) The girls are
(Dessert in tbe USA Official
1956 Olympic Parade Uniform.

Joins Scouts
The Christmas spirit was ens
ruched in the auditorium of Geeter High school during the chapel
service before the holidays and
the faculty members surprised in
singing carols.
Fred Harris, scout director frle
the south disision. was on
to present charters for Trooptil
134 and Pack 122. They were presented to Dr. Joseph W. Falls
principal.
Membership cards were p r eaented to Scoutmaster Jose ph
Simmons. Assistant scout master
David Suggs. Cub Scoutmaster,
John Strong and committee members L. Brack, D. Carruthers,
Phillips. Mosley and Davis.

club president, was toastmaster.
Mrs. Pannell, honorary member,
NASHVILLE — A field of 56 spoke briefly. Dr. Pannell made
Nimrods from six states bagged the presentations.
a game windfall in Montgomery
and adjacent counties last week I Winner of the highest individual
during the Pannell Hunt given an- award was Dr. W. S. Davis, presinually for the Nashville Sports- dent of Tennessee State university.
with 12 pieces. The guest winner
man's club.
of
the highest individual award
; Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Pannell.
hosts and seasoned lovers of the was Granville Payne. with eight
hunt (she can hold her own in pieces. Two teams tied for first
the sport with most men), planned place with 36 pieces. They were
a full day for their guests who (a) Granville Payne. Gilerest.
came from as far away as Cali- with Dr. E. Perry Crump as captan;
i (b) Sid ne• Harris Wayne
fornia and Illinois.
Reeves, Homer Wheaton, R. uss
After an early breakfast, eight
Cowans (Chicago Defender Sports
teams
with their dogs took the
t
Writer), who is honorary memher
field and remained until late even)
14:Afr.the Sportsman's club, with Dr. Ag=11111=3.1
11016,
ing. Following a show of game
S. Davis, captain,
bagged, the teams were escorted ;
to the American Legion club. Dr. ; SHIRT-TAIL CUTTING
and Mrs. Pannell had ,prepared
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
New York Giants and the Chi.
of the remainins; six
tion sports editor, and Deejay 'for them
their Annual Huntsm
Huntsman's teams were
cage Bears. Sam Walker, left,
D. V. Bradley, James
Nat D. Williams, who accom- Dinner
— broiled Tennessee quail Edwards.
VACUUM CLEANERS
WDI Vs
Gridiron Greatest
jr., Dr. Matthew Walkpanied him on the station • and
barbecued
Kentucky
venison
for 1956, is interviewed by
er,
ForreOets
Dr.
.1.
B.
James
L.
sponsored trip.
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
(Indian style) — as menu feaFrank Armstrong, center, sta•
R. Mitchell and H. C. H a rd y,
tures.
whose team placed second f o r
'game award.
WINNERS AWARDED
At the close of the d inn er
"Shirt - Tail Cutting" ceremons•
awards — gifts of Dr. Pannell— was conducted by Sportsmen Alprominent physician were present • (red Galloway and H. C. Hardy
Society for the same length of
Walker, an "A" stet :it in high ed the winners. Sidney Harris, to seven victims.
time. Walker has maintained an school, will visit the United NaALSO—
"A" averaee in his studies for tions, go through radio city, the j
REBUILT VACUUM $
his four years in high school and Empire State Building, and see
CLEANERS
has never been tardy from high the Statue of Liberty. He will
up
school. Among his many school also see other historical showactivities, he is president of his places there.
senior class and is Student CoonLast year the WDIA Gridiron
cil president, is captain of the; Greatest winner Will Kincaide
football team and was a boys state( went to sec the Sugar Bowl in
representative at Nashville, Tenn New Orleans, La., and in 1954 the
during the past Summer.
winner, Andrew Earthman, went;
760 Union - JA. 7-2631
Sam has shoun himself to be of to the Rose Bowl game. Earth2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
an exceptional nature and charac- man, is now a frestman for Tenter. He is rated outstanding by nessce A & 1 University (if NashOpen Nights
Fro* Peeking
every membee of the St. Augus• ville, Tenn., A & I beat Florida
tine faculty and is regarded as Blossom Classic in the Orange
exceptional on the following Bowl in Miami, earning for them points: accuracy. cooperation, selves title as the best Negro colleadership, personal appearance lege football team in the nation.
and reliability. He is a member; Earthman oas one of the players
of the Big "A" Teen club, which in this game.
ADVICE and HELP ON ALL AFFAIRS OF LIFE
is a school club devoted to the
cultivation of cultural values and
I CAN AND WILL HELP YOU
Ace nrovides wholesome Intartainment and recreation of vent
ous types for St. Augustine boy,
FIRST TIME IN THIS CITY
and girls.
NO ONE IN TROUBLE TURNED AWAY
Mr WDIA Gridiron Greatest is
Come with or without money. If you have failed with others, I do what others
receiving this all expense pa id
claim to do. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. I make
trip to New York to arse the Pro
no house calls. Licensed by Shel•
fessinnal Football championship
by County and State of Tennessee. Call and I will direct
There is a reason why people
you to my office. Don't wait
free, compliments of Radio Starind be disappointed. — COME EARLY!
Illto to do business with us It
lion WDIA. This is the seventh
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT — Phone JA. 6-2430 — Reading tor White And Colored
annual award of this type given is Our prompt friendly service
-surteous treatment and desire
by the station.
12 QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS USUALLY ASKED AND SOLVED
° hell" YOU
Walker and Nat D. William's are
Can my nature be restored? Will my husband stop drinking? Is my
Open Thursday Nights
flying via American Airlines and
husband true
to me? Is my wife true to me? Why can't I hold a job? Will my husband
will arrive in New York on Fri
Until 8 P M.
come back
will be
to me? Should I play dice and cards? Will my wife come back to me?
day, Dec. 28. The football game
Open Saturdays
; will ')e played Dec. 30 at Yankee
health imprgeve? Will my sweetheart marry me? Why is my luck so
Until Christmas
bad? Can A
stadium. Bert Bell, Commissioner
spell be put on a person?
Banks, members of this as- of the National Football Leasnie.
sociation, will not be open furnished the two complimentary ;
for the transaction of busi- tickets and Commissiober B e 1 I'
•SEMPHIS TENN.
OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY -- HOURS 9:30 A.M. to
•• ill personally greet Sam Walker'
ness this date.
"ENN 3 BLOCKS WEST OFF POWAY Si, NEAR teiTRNATIONAL HARVESTER 7:30 P N MEMPHIS,
and show him around, introducing
Acniphis Take Millington Nov•I Base bus, get off at corner old Millington Rd. andPlant, From',, Com.
152 MADISON AVE.
Benjestown Rd. Office
MEMPHIS CLEARING
him tn the wprld•s ton football
,oposite
bus stop, 1.00K FOR HAND SIGN! NOTICE' Colored patrons may
Phone JA. 5-7611
pdvantage of special 2rik
it rate of Froyser Cab Co. from bus stop at signal light in Froyster) to my takel
players taking part in the !cape
HOUSE ASSOCIATION
office
—
3 BLOCKS WEST CI V
640,. Owned Mom.. 01.ta•
IIWAY 51 NORTH
championship game.

IRONS REPAIRED

-Sam Mika Flyng To Pro Game
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COMO DRUG STORE
Li

Full line of prescription and sundry items.
greeting
cards, tobaccos, costume jewelry
Prescriptions
picked up and delivered
FREE delivery, no limited amount
Vie Como. owner

1014 Mississippi Blvd.

Wm Pippin, druggist

Ph. WH. 2-1721'

WI APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE

95

JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions

554 SCOTT

APPLIANCES, INC

PH. 4-9463

Announcement!

NOW OPEN

LO
AN
S
AUTOS

PotroA

See LEE BAINE Al Once

- FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT

NEW YEAR'S DAY
BANK HOLIDAY

wo my

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

638 OLD MILLINGTON ROAD

a. Boycotters Ride Buses
oday; Challenge Officials
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — (INS)Council officers instructed the Ala., in effect, means the end of
11ahassee Negroes voted Sunday Negroes ' if sonnione stpkes YOU,I bus segregation.
Council officers told the Negroes
end their seven-month-old bus turn the other cheek. U someone
rinses you, ignore it. If someone if they were arrested legal asEggs, potatoes and canned sauce. Bake in moderate oven
ycott on Christmas Eve and to
pushes you. keep your balance sistance would be forthcoming.
sweet corn top the U. S. Dept. of (375 degrees) 45 minutes.
gin riding in the front seats of physically, mentally and
At Sunday night's meeting the
spiritualagriculture's January list of plen.
Serve this Baked fish with riced
e buses instead of the rear.
ly."
council took up a collection and
foods for the Southeast.
tiful
potatoes, a tossed green salad
An estimated 450 members of
The Rev. C. K. Steele, president announced that special collections
Other foods on USDA's January and your favorite bread. Always
e Inter-Cisic council voted
of the council, said the federal wit! be taken upat most Negro
plentiful
list for the Southeast in- remember that fresh fluid milk is
nanimously to return to the buses!
court order outlawing segregation churches every Sunday in the fuclude beef, pork, turkeys, broilers, an appetizing and appropriate bevn an unsegregated basis.
on public carriers in Montgomery ture.
onions, canned purple plums. dri- erage for grown-ups as well as
The council also reported received prunes, dates, milk and other children. You never outgrow your
ing unsolicited contributions from
dates:. products, ocean perch fil- need for
organizations in other cities and
lets, rice and pecans.
states
You see homemakers, there is
Steele implored the Negroes not
such a variety of plentifuls that
ARMS' PVT. McCallister Walters,
to use violence. He said if another
you can hardly go shopping withebose wife. Cynthia, lives at 771
member of your race gets in a
Basting,
. st.,
Memphis. Tenn.,
out Picking ito one or two at least.
fight, don't try to help him, "God
If your family is average this roc
reientky completed le weeks if
will be with him "
tpe for baked fish in cheese
packet platoon training at Fort
LEARNING TO W 11.1( — U.
with March of Dimes supplied
Steele also told the Negroes to
satice will be a welcome dish.
Knox, Ky. Under this system of
brice. of Culleoka. Tenn., will
and
equipment
appliances.
Posit more in the front of buses rathIt's a good idea, says nutritiontraining. Walters will become a
be three on Feb. 12. She was
lio vaccine developed with
Winners In the City Beautiful
er than to the rear.
ists, to include fish in your fampermanent member of a tan k
one year and two days old
Dimes•raised funds
March
of
Lighting
contest,
Negro
division,
Twenty-one members of the Inily menus regularly and often. Hi
crew, lie attended LeMoyn. colwhen stricken by polio. Too
is now available to eversone.
tereivic council were convicted in
provides high-quality protein and! will receive their prizes In a meet- lege.
young for polio vaccine in
Get
vaccine
polio
your
now.
October by violating city laws in
other valuable nutrients. Also, fish ing to be held at Porter school
195.1. she is learning to walk
connection with the council's opbrings a pleasant and flavorsome on Jan. 8.
In the residence division top
eration of a car pool system.
variety to family meals.
SOME RIDE
Among the several kinds of fish three winners were Mr. and Mrs.
Negroes have been boycotting
plentifuis this time of the year at Roland Nash, of 2403 Gentry, a
the Tallahassee city buses since
southern food stores are haddock $75 bond from the Commercial
May 2S of this year. The boycott
and ocean perch. Both provide a Appeal; second. S. M. Campbell,
began after the arrest of two unitasty meal, and if brought in of 1292 Quinn, $50 bond from the
versity students who attempted
fillet form can be quickly prepar- Commercial Appeal, and third,
Mrs. Dorsey West, of 1260 Quinn,
to take seats in the front af a bus
ed for meals.
a $25 bond from the Commercial
The bus company sespended opRAKF:D FISH IN
WASHINGTON, D. C.
The dent Richard Nixon as chairman
Appeal.
eration for a month in July, but
CHEEsE SAUCE
In the Doorway division first
resumed operations after a "ride complaint process, one of t h ' and Secretary of Labor James P. 2 Tablespoons butter
methods by which the President's Mitchell as vice chairman. Other
place
was won by Miss Susie
FIRE VICTIMS — Tragedo• of
the
bus"
campaign
citiby
white
Tablespoons
3
all purpose flour
the fire was Mrs. Millie Lee
Committee on Government C n - members represent Government 3-t teaspoon salt
Mae Johnson. of 1519 Brookins, a
. fire that left them honieless is
zens.
Williams. Mrs. Williams' son.
$50 bond from the Commercial Apreflected in the faces of these
Some Negroes have been riding tracts works toward the elimiill- agencies and the public.
lot teaspoon nutmeg
Jimmy, suffered second degree
lion of racial and religious disCommittee
youngsters, sictims of fire at
reported
buses,
The
that
Negro
but
patronage
's
has
teaspoon powdered dry mus- peal and City Beautiful, arid secburns and is in Illinois Recrimination in employment on many of the complaints it has re- tard
ond place went to Nliss Edwinor
2537 Warren blvd. Killed in
been far below normal.
search hospital.
Porter, of 1322 N. Bellevue, $25
Mayor John Humphrey of Tal- Government contracts, cannot be ceived in the past year have not 1 cup hot milk
bond from City Beautiful.
lahassee said a special meeting of fully effective unless the com- been carefully enough prepared for 's cup shredded cheese
In the Commercial and Churthe city commission would be held plaints are carefully prepared it to act upon them. In these cir- 3•4 teaspoon lemon juice
Monday. Police Chief Frank documented, the Committee has cumstances, the Committee said, 2 imunds haddock or perch fillets ches area Mrs. Vito Drazellezz'
ain make: Melt the butter and Flower shop, 1447 S. Parkway E.
it must ask the complainant to
Stout amier said he would await pointed out.
word from the commission before
The Committee was established provide further information before blend in the flour, salt, nutmeg was first and wins the $25 bond
taking any actions if there are by President Eisenhower in Au- "fly action can he taken.
and mustard. Stir in the milk: given by the Commercial Appeal
cook until thickened, stirring con- and City Beautiful. •
any incidents Monday morning.
mist, 1953. He named Vice l'resi• NOT ENOUGH!
Blocks and Streets winners were
Complaints that consist merely stantly. Add lemon juice a n d
Quinn
st. between S. Bellevue and SENSATIONaL Menard Itlysithm'
of a letter svhich states that a
Stir over low heat until
specific company is practicing dis- ; cheese is melted. High heat might Wilson. a $25 bond from WMCT, Rogers, of 759 Scott ave., a blues
crimination do not provide suffi- make the cheese stringy. Place and Melrose Cove, between Pillar singer is winning raves from aud.
cient basis on which the Commit- fish fillets in greased baking pan and Silver (off S. Parkway E.) tences where he appears here.
tee can request an investigation or or casserole. Cover with cheese took second and a $15 cash prize Two factors have placed him on
given by
and City Beau- the road to top recognition: stage
' NEW YORK — (INS) — The ed into the first ten.
take effective action, a spokesman
31101111111(iiiiiiilli1111111111111O1H1111111111111111111111111111 tiful.
But Kentucky. was responsible
upset bug bit six unbeaten teams
personality and a promising voice.
pointed out.
this/ week but mighty Kansas had for most of the changes.
The President's Committee does
the right medicine to escape a
not investigate complaints. b u t
After a one-point loss to Duke
similar fate and remained the na- early in the week. the Wildcats
asks the Government agency
tion's top college basketball squad. won their own invitation tourney
which has a contract with the comKansas discovered that tall doses by duniping SMU (73-67) and Illipany involved to make the inGREENWOOD LAKE. N, Y.
of seven-foot Wilt (The Stilt) nois (91-70) on successive nights.
quiries.
A letter of complaint may be (INS) — Ray Robinson's personal
Chamberlain were enough to ward
By C. WII50WHARDLR
Atter getting by California, Kanave
S,
•
I'lle Church of God in t'hrist had 'ri
physician Sunday declared the
st•nt
to
off upset-minded California and sas found itself losing at halfthe
President's
Committee
Crittenden
Christa
the mid-wives of
a Christmas program on
WiecOnsin.
time to weak Wisconsin but the mas night. After the program be- Christmas Party Dec. 14 at the by any individual or organization middleweight. champion was In
It's a long way from U. S. A. that lnnuentfal F,nghlk
which has knowledge of the fail- "excellent condition" for his Jan
While the Jayhawks ruled the Jayhaeks exploded in the second
to Suez, yet it appears early tax French stockholders wept, wee.
gan a meeting to last urtil Jan. Health Center in Marion. Refresh2
title fight with Gene Fullmer.
ttelfegiate scene for a third week half to bury the Badgers. 83 to 62.
relief for American business and asailecting the big Mai.
there will be a ments were served. Everyone had ure of a Government contractor
I. After this
Dr. Vincent Nardiello, who also
individuals may have been
•••
to comply with the nondiscriminaIn 's row, the nameS of Southern
Similarly North Carolina trail- three-day shut-in meeting, t h c a wonderful time.
lo Anglo-French fore•s,
drowned in that narrow strip of
serves on the staff of the New
tion
contract.
clause
sas„.a
but
care
Mhth°dist, Kansas State. Illinois, ed both NYU and Holy Cross dur- church meetings will be resumed
the
that
vacation
a
It's
14-day
equipped in part with arms supbrine through desert seeds.
should be titan to make the com- York State Athletic Commission,
St. John's San Francisco and Ohio ing the week but had
•••
plied them by 17, S. taxpayers trip
enough to and the public is invited to attend. students of Wonder High are ensaid
after
examining
plaint
detailed
and
Robinson
Stine were stricken from the un- get by West Virginia, which handspecific,
t
he
For with England. Frain*, defense against Russia, moved
joying. L. R. Jackson is the prinElder F. Smith is pastor.
that
the
veteran boxer "will be
Committee said.
daleel list.
lacking Arabian oil, mighty drive in without warning with real
ed Duke its only loss by one-point,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Taylor sr , cipal.
ready for his engagement with
hi underway tor.'
amnia' toottn' warfare.
WHAT TO SEND
TIWOUGH REVAMPING
had no trouble beatin Richmond of Kansas City, and their chilMr. and Mrs. D. S. Fields, Mr.
• * •
get oil fro*
The letter should Include t h e FullmerS'
The many surprises in the and North Carolina State (107-79) dren Delois, Wilke Ed and Lloyd : and Mrs. J. C. Lewis, Mrs, Willie
Mee a trigger is polled. mod
Western
Heml-'
The title fight was postponed
name and address of the person
Anything can happen. SO a few
wk's activity made for a ST. LOUIS MOVES UP
jr.. are guests here in the home Sleinback, Mr. and Mrs. Berry
sphere withi.
or persons against whom discrim- from Dec. 12 when Robinson came
excitable Arabs blew up some
American dolthorough revamping of the top
St. Louis got its big boost in the of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Brown. of Gammon and Arthur Cleaves were
Pieellaes, a few ships Ito. mat
down with an "upper respiratory
lar aid.
twenty teams as selected by INS ratings by. the ease with which 211 North 13th st. Mrs. Taylor is the breakfast guests Christmas ination is said to have been pracIs the canal, blocking IL
• ••
infection"
shortly
ticed,
and
the
before
address
name
the
and
bout
id' nationwide survey.
• * •
• it handled Louisville. 93 to 77. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Brown. morning in the home of Mr. and
Early last
was to be held.
?I seems Impossible an all-oot
in Francisco, Alabama and In- Duke, by its win over Kentucky. The Taylors are also guests of Mrs. Ulysses Crawford, of 625 So of the Government contractor or
summer In this
Robinson
sub-contracto
assault could have been mounted
boxed four training
r which is charged
tiflhis disappeared from the elite stayed one step ahead of the Wild- their grandmother, Mother Taylor, 15th st.
column it was
on Egypt without somebody In
with discrimination. It should rounds today.
•• •
predicted Stet
rankings. St. Louis. Duke. Okla•, cats.
of 210 North 14th st.
the I.J. I knowing about the plans
state in detail the manner in
iDnepE
t.gy
vdw
iiin
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Henderlittle Miss Delois Taylor wa5 a
ilommuittimmimittimmimnimmimoommmttini
En advance. It American intelliwhich
the
th C. W. Hard•r
discriminatio
n
w
a
s
guest at Wonder High school. She son, of 204 No. 12th
e
foreign aid funds would even- gence cannot learn of the wet
practiced;
whether
reit
in
was
was accompanied by her cousin Crumrod, Ark., Dec. 23, to visit
tually result in American taw plans of so-called allied nations.
cruitment or recruitment advertis. possible effort to correct the disthere Is a doubt as to just how
payer getting it in the neck.
:Mottle Parker.
their sister Mrs. Evelyn Brown.
efficient that intelligence service
2 in upgrading or promotion, criminatory situation at the time
••
Pfc. Vernon Duckett, statio,-.A ir rk —
Mrs. Evelyn V. Oliver, of 230
in rates of pay or other forms of investigation. if o n e is found
When Nasser stesed canal. MN would be in learning In advance
S. 17th, is spending her holidays at Fort Harrison, Ind., is visiting
column pointed out hie action of hostile moves by communists.
of compensation, including vaca- to exist. The Committee then re•• *
in Chicago with her aunt. Mrs. his friends en West Memphis and
was taken when State Dept. retions,. medical. care or other bere- views the investigative report and
In addition, it Is peculiar bow
nder the auspices of airs..\ provement of the community.
Etta Wyatt. Mrs. Oliver is a sixth Memphis, Tenn.
negired
on
promise
to build dam Immediately after this sad fiN
tits, in selection for training, in- the report of any corrective
It Glenn, an Appreciation Service
The alcNeils were recipients of grade teacher at Wonder High.
.
d
ac. is.
.
In Egypt.
asco. American oil counpanles
s
S..
many beautiful and useful gifts.
rit)- st . left for Chicago on Dee. eluding apprenticeship, or for de- tion taken to determine whether
started talking higher prices for
motion,
transfer,
layoff
or
termIn
considering
further
nary Baptist church in Dec mthe
action should be taken.
whole sorry U.S.consumers. How this
Program participants included
Mr. and Mrs. James Iligrtower, 23 to visit her son and his wife
picture it is important to bear in Is apparently anybody's figures
Occasionally it requests further
ri!to honor Prof. and Mrs. i.e Mrs. Glenn, New Home choir, of 300 S. 17th, were glad to have Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Cum. 'nation.
guess.
mind
Suez
Canal
The complaint also should pro- investigation by the contracting
•••
operation. I. c.
McNeil. of the Leroy McNeil Mrs. L, Brown, McNeil chorus, their sons home for the Christmas mings, also her sister and her
the
Yet,
collection
unless
of fat tolls. la purestern resistance dechool of Crawfordsville. Mrs. L. Miles. Mrs. L. M. Far- holidays. Archie Lee and R. high- husband. Mr. and Mrs. Georgie vide specific evidence supporting agency, or suggests steps the agly a private enterprise in which velops in Congress, it is a pretty
the charge. including the names ency may take to insure
individual Englishmen and sure cinch American tax money
complitower. Archie is a student at Cen- Monet) She was to be gone about
of persons involved, the date and ance by the contractor.
Frenchmen, of some political will again bail England out of
hey were cited for their work ccy. C. P. Hermon, Mrs. M. F.
tral State college and his brother two weeks.
actual place in the . factory .or BEST COMPLAINTS
the mess it has gotten itself into
power, are stockholders.
services to the community dur. Miller, Rev. A. Payne, Rev. H. A. is in the Navy, stationed at BrunsMrs Lee Anna Taylor. of 119'
•••
through stupidity, cupidity, and
The Committee reported that
the IS years they have resid• Bankston. and Mrs. L. Lofton, wick. Ga. Both are Wonder High So. 16th, had as her guest Cnrist- plant where the discrimination
The Immediate cry was that with complete disregard for the
was evident, and the fullest possi- some of the most completely
there. They have been active mistress of ceremonies.
Inas Day her daughter, Mrs. Joschool graduates.
pre
would close Ike (-anal. high moral principlee of the
ble
description
of
all
the
circumnared complaints it has received
•church work, all religious orBut after all, anyone needing United Nations.
A social committee consisted of
Mrs. Thomey and Mrs. Potts, sephine Fall, of Memphis.
stances
of
the case.
each money as badly as Nasser
5 ••
have been filed on behalf of inglinizations,
school
activities, Mrs. B. Henderson, Mrs. L. Bea,
Once again England use proved
When the Committee receives a dividual workers by such
just doesn't close up shop on a
clarity and everything for the im- on and Mrs. E. Robertson.
organizaIts word valueless. If It is to the
well-prepared complaint, it first tions as the Bureau
proeitable going business.
on Jewish
American interest to again ex•••
determines which Government ag- Employment Problems,
As usual, State Dept. eouldn't tend financial interest, It should
the Naency has a contract with the ac- tional Association for
resist
temptation to get into act be undoubtedly on a sound busithe Adcused contractor. The complaint is vancement of Colored
and promised England a half nesslike loan basis with a profitPeople, and
billion
then sent to that agency with a the Urban League,
American tax dollars to able rate of interest chargod,
defray cost of tanker shipments barked by ample collateral. For
request that the entire matter he
The Committee has printed a
around the Cape. As usual. Con- example, Fort Knox would be a
investigated and that a rsport be pamphlet which describes
safe place to hold British Crown
gress was not consulted.
t h•
made to the s'ommittee.
• •
proper procedures for filing comjewels as collateral for one fairBut the canal was sot clams.. sized loan. And
The Committee asks that t h e plaints under the
there'si royal
Equal Job Op
j
lit fact, traffic, proceeded at a precedent for
contracting agency Make every portunity program.
this. too. Did floe
good clip, and no oil shortage Queen Isabella hock
her jewel/
loomed. The only
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Sugar Ray 'Ready'
For Jan. 2 Fight
With Gene Fullmer
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dedication, it would be unwise for
Characteristics
oi your parents to compel y o u
Emotional
youngsters from 9 to 12. They against your will. We must be
show more loyalty to their teams true to our sincere convictions.
and peers. They are strongly concerned over group recognition and
I have never had a date or 3
approbation. They find satisfacfriend, and think that it is
boy
communiparticipation
in
tion in
ty activities. They are self-consci- about time I had one. The probaous about sexual development. ble reason is that I am a little
They are embarassed in showing shy. I am considered very attracaffection toward parents in front tive and have nice clothes. What
of peers They usually assume a can I do? Jack'.
feeling of martydom with siblings. Dear Jacki:
You can do two things about
shyness. . .nurse it along and use
Dear Carlotta:
it as an excuse to avoid activity
I am a boy 16. I belong to a or face up to it, admit it is a
Baptist church. I hope someday handicap, and do something about
to become a minister. But my it. Get into school clubs, church
parents have recently joined the groups. work with other
people.
Catholic church. They are com- You're shy because you think
othpelling me to jcin with them er people
are always conscious of
even
They have
told me that T. you. In most cases they are
not.
must go to a Catholic college. I
don't wish to change faith. What
can I do. Ben.
Dear Ben:
Ordinarily, I believe a family
should act in unity in matters of
religion. You will probably cause
dissension and trouble for yourself by not cooperating with them.
However, if your desire to become
a minister is definitely decisive
and the firm result of prayer and

I
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MADAM BELL

soi,o

trouble was

Federative d tedeetoderit Betieeee

to give Columbus a hand?

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT

A GYPSY
This is her new office. I am the REAL
MADAM BELL that stayed at the
Mississippi
State Line for years. Look for a little
long
white house and two big Alirminitm house
trailers and you will find MADAM BELL
there at ALL TIMES.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage Have
yin lost faith
in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are
you in bad health?
Are on discouraged? If any of these are
your problems.
come let MADAM BELL advise you at
once. She will read
life to you just as she would read an
open book. Tell you
why your job or business is not a success. If
you have failed
in the rest come see MAtiAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51, North of the way
to Covington,
Tennessee just four miles above Millington, one
block below
Colony Night Club. Other-wise known as Turf
Club. Look for
sign on left hand side of the road, coming
out of Memphis in
Tipton County. Look for MADAM BELL HAND
SIGN. 30 minutes drive from Memphis, Tennessee to Madam
Bell's Door.
5 Greyhound buses pass daily to and from Memphis,
ask your
bus driver to put you off at Madam Bell's place.
You can
take the Millington bus and get off at the Post
Office in Mil.
lington and get a cab and tell them to drive you to
MADAM
BELL'S OFFICE. Show your cab driver the address.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sunday
don't make any home calls or answer any letters, Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.

Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'45 Thru '52 MODELS

4
0

".•

DEFENDER
SAT., DEC. 29, 1956

Tennessee Gridders Top All-Mid West
Prairie View Prepares five Gain Spots
For Tough Game Jan. 1 On First Team
PRAIRIE VIEW, Texas — Frac- days of champions at the state 'which is now in its 29th consecutice sessions for the Prairie View supported college. Tibbs alone re tive year.
A & M college Panthers are hard mains as one of the first-string- Tibbs is the only one of the five
underway in preparation for the ers on the great Panther teams being seriously considered for proPrairie View Bowl classic sehed- of the early fifties. End Charles fessional football. The Pagther
uled for Houston's Public School Garcia moved into the slot oppo- captain weighs 195 pounds, stands
site Tibbs last year and Samuel at 6' 2," and is powerful in both
Stadium on New Year's Day.•
Head coach W. J. Nicks has Metters, guard, Hunter Price, cen- offense and defense. Garcia
called for an accelerated schedule ter, and Harold Campbell, full- weighs 180, Metters 187, Price
of workouts which would get his back, also stood out in the 1955 180, and Campbell 165. Their
boys in shape for rougher work. season. All five earned letters in hometowns are: Tibbs, Baytown;
The second-place Southwestern 1934, 1955 and 1956.
Campbell, Freeport; Garcia, Rosconference club is in good shape
The game belongs to these sen- enberg; Metters, Lubbock; and
physically, and spirit-wise, as they ior Panthers, in the minds of all Price, Paris, Texas.
prepare to face again their arch Panthermen — young and old, and Panther student organizations
rivals at Texas Southern. The Ti- they will give their hest to the are in preparation for big doings
gers edged the Panthers 13-6 in game as practice sessions here The ROTC drill team, well-known
regular season, and this may be now indicate. They will furnish for spectacular halftime performthe opportunity to stop the loop's five good reasons why Prairie ances will have several new forfront-running aggregation.
View will be hard to beat in their mations ready for this special
Several freshman players have own sponsored post-season classic event. The 60-piece college band
moved into key positions on the
Panther squad for this post-season game, with freshmen a n d
sophomores now completely dominating the young team. Freshman
quarterback Davis Webster and
guard Arthur Sewell, both 'of Houston, are on the starting line-up
for the holiday classic.
Nicks has indicated that a great
deal .of hard work will be done
on pass defense, in preparation
to stop the dangerous aerial combinations emanating from Tiger
star quarterback Alexander Durley. Durley's passing alone has
been described as the major difference in the strength of the two
teams as they approach the New
Year's Day battle.
Captain and All-American end,
Heron Tibbs heads the quintet of
three year lettermen who came
to Prairie View back in the hey-

Tennessee university's national
with corps of majorettes will also champion Tigers took five places
perform during halftime. Miss on the All-Midwest Conference
Prairie View and party and a team selected by the conference
half dozen other college queens coaches at their mid-winter meetwill play a role in the holiday 'ing. Grambling college followed
festivities.
Tennesseans picked for the honWith classes scheduled to be- with three first string candidates.
girl the following day, Prairie Leon Jamison, end; Charles GaView students usually meet in vin, tackle; James Buford, guard;
Houston (46 miles away) before Robert Crawford, quarterback;
the postholiday trek back to the Fay Mitchell, halfback were the
classroom. Several organizations Tennesseeans picked for the honwill form the nucleus for the cheer- or squad.
ing section at Public School StaGrambling standouts picked
dium.
were Center Leon Larce, 249 lb.
Many old-timers in Panther ath- Tackle Alvin Richardson and halfletics are expected to be on hand, back Edward Murray.
as usual, to help in the pep deEnd Robert Walker, Lincoln
partment.
,(Mo.) university; Guard Robert

Jackson, Jackson (Miss.) State;
Fullback Herbert Drummond Central State.
End Charles
Second team:
Figgs, Jackson State; Tackle Robert Thornton Jackson State Guard
Lemuel Coleman, Grambliny college; Center James Glover, Kentucky State; Guard Rudolph Adams, Central State; Tackle Joe
Dixon, Grambling college; E rf d
Louis Underwood, Grambling college; Quarterback Ernest Williams, Jackson State; Halfback
Charles Grant, Jackson State;
Halfback Percy Hines, Tenn State;
Fullback Williams Spencer, Jackson.
Other All-Midwest selections
eluded:

Tennessee State Captures
Two-Day pre-Hoh yMeet

in the final seconds of play against as the Sioux' Dick Vinger popped
North Dokota
the first round in a 32 foot set shot with less
than 18 seconds to play.
AVENGE LOSS
DICK GANES
In the opening round, Tennessee averaged a 69-71 overtime
loss to Rockhurst two weeks ago
in a thriller that saw the score
knotted 13 times and the lead
changing hands five times. Jehn
'Barnhill, 6-foot sophomore, J in I
•
Satterwhite and Barnett all
.e
into the double figures to
ye
Tennessee a 35-32 half time advantage and the win. They scored 14,
i al basketball tournament, came
By WILLIAM A. BROWER.
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. — (INS) 19 and 21 points respectively.
Down in Richmond, Va., a year away with dual honors.
— Indiana's regionally televised
ago, Dick Gaines, the only tan
NIA Tip-Of: tourney bound.
The jumping-jack guard for the
performer in Richmond Invitations' Seton Hall university P i r a t e s
game against UCLA Saturday aft- Rockhurst college alternated a
(South Orange, N. J.) was named
ernoon, Dec. 29, at Bloomington, fast break and cuotroiled ball
the most valuable player of the
will be thrown open to Indiana handling to hand Fisk their secs is
i
I.
tournament and he was the only I
grade and high school students at ond defeat. The Hawks from Kanunanimous choice on the all-tour1
a holiday special admission of sas City used Buell Tucker and
50 cents athletic director Frank Don Klein to ring up a 54-35 edge
ney team.
over the Bulldogs at the half. Both '
E. .Allen said.
The Pirates, losing a pulsating
WO
With most students and faculty Hawks finished with 18 point.
one-point decision to the Universtaff members gone for the holisity of Cincinnati (eventual winMARSHALL, Texas — A husthe
tourfling
third
in
day,
5,000 or more seats will be
ners),
Fit:dated
By KENDAL WILSON
Bishop college basketball
available.
Guard Gene Hollins tap in with nament.
team made it two in a row over
The game, to be televised over
This season. Gaines is back, an. Butler college of Tyler, Texas.
Dv* seconds remaining climaxed
the mid-west by sports network,
Virginia State's 82-78 win over the outstanding candidate for All - Bishop travelled to Tyler a n d
will start at 130 pm. (CST).
Maryland State Hawks at Dan- American. He is regarded as one downed Butler 89 to 60. Last
iel Hall Gymnasium, Ettrick, Va. of the best backcourt men in col- Thursday night- Bishop beat ButIn addition to the 50 cent genTrojan Gary Lee added an insur- lege circles. It also is certain ler 88 to 78 in Marshall in Bisheral admission ticket for school
ance tally as the game ended. that he will become the fourth op's gym. Bishop now has a 2-1
pupils, general admission tickets
The Hawks overcame the Vir- Pirate to break into the 1,000- record, its only loss being to Wilfor adults will be sold,
ginia eight point halftime margin point scoring realm. He started ey college at the beginning of the
Allen said:
THAT'S ONE WAY — San
on Russell's wrist as they batwith eight minutes to go and bat- the season with 941 points, and ' season.
"We
are mindful that many peotle for a rebound during the
tled the Trojans down toethe wire in one game in the early stages
Francisco's sophomore forThe Bishop college Tigers took
ple are unable to see Indiana's
current
campaign
(against
early
stages
of
of
the
the
game.
Guard Lorenzo Wood and Forcommand at the opening whistle
ward, Art Day, finds one way
home basketball games because of
Day's technique didn't help
ward Sam Simmons sparked the Scranton) he tallied 32 points.
and never trailed. At the end of
the scarcity of seats. This is the
to keep U. S. Olympian Bill
too much as the Olympians
VSC first half surge with 10 and
Gaines is such a deft court the half, Bishop was leading Butone time of the year when they
Russell from taking all of the
walloped San Francisco, 82eight points respectively.
performer that he is held much ler 44 to 24. The leading scorer
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Cen- can see them.
52, to band their first defeat
rebounds in the Frisco-OlympJohnny Sample, the footballer, in the same esteem as Walter was Roy Reed, a forward from
tral State college pushed its seain 61 games. (Defender photo
pet Maryland ahead 78-76 with 23 Dukes and two or three other se- Dallas, who collected 34 points. ian game played at Chicago
son's record above the 500 mark
by Lyles)
seconds remaining, but Clyde lect players as the best their alma Another forward, Bennie Nickle- Stadium. Day has a firm grip
to 4-2 with a 96-76 victory over
Bonds brought the screaming mater has produced.
berry of Marietta, Texas, could
!Findlay college, and by taking
crowd to its feet with a drising
Of Gain's' ell-around ability not hit his stride, but tossed in
West Va. State 94-64,
two-pointer.
there is no doubt. With his mar- 17 points, Reed and Nickleberry
In the Findlay game four men
After VSC had regained control velous reflexes, he shows terrific are veterans from last year's
of Central State had 16 points or
of the ball, center Adolphus How- pace, can shoot from anywhere team. Charles Walborn of MarDR. TORRENCE J. COLLIER has
more, with William Fox scoring 29
ell was fouled. The Trojans' pivot and can jump, drive, hook or set shall, Texas and Paul King of
GREENSBORO, N. C.'— The A
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been
and Elzie Lewis getting 25. Al Co- & T college Aggies basketball
man missed the toss, but Hollins, with equal adroitness.
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Garland
hill
and
George Keller paced the team, which has mowed down all
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in
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with
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and
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in
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all
four
of
York star at Franklin Lane High ing in eight points.
points respectively.
its first games this season, re- gro physician to hold office in
his brief college career.
In their first game, Butler led
.
but he can handle much taller
the organization. Dr. Collier, a
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Bronco Captain "Ted" Bonner
Central's William Fox scored ceived high rating last week.
Capt. Johnny Johnson led the
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ice
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with
a
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fast
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while
Phillip
Payne
and
victors with 15 points. Clyde Bonds
In
a
report
released by the Na- graduate of Meharey,
coach, John (Honey) Russell, one periods before Bishop started con- FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. — The point lay-up during the first min- Roland Bolds hit 19 points each
admitted
to
doctors
four
Negro
tional Collegiate Athletic Associagot 11 and Wood and Simmons
necting and soared to an 88 to
of the best in the business:
Fayetteville State Teachers col- ute of play only to see Pirate to lead the way to victory over tion, of which the college is a the formerly all white society in
collected 10 each.
7? victory. Nickleberry was the
Frank Carr and Sample led with "The greatness of Dick is that star of that game, picking up 34 lege "Broncos" picked up a de- guard R, Carrington rifle in a the West Va. State Yellow Jack- member, the effective Aggie de- 1959.
22 and 20 respectively, with Carl he can play the pivot, in spite points for high-scoring honors. Na- cisive 74-58 cage victory when beautiful hook shot from under ets. Tom Young scored 24 points fense was rated number seven
Green getting le.
among the smaller colleges of the Institute, Bluefield State colrge,
of his size, or go outside."
than E. "Tricky" Jones head they lashed out at their ancient the basket followed with a free for West Va, State.
lege and St. Augustine's college
coach at Bishop, says he experts,rivals, Coach Robert Vaughn's throw to put the visitors out ahead. Midway the second half, Coach nation,
In the four wins, the Aggies had Fayetteville State Teachers eolhis squad to be hard to beat no
Successive baseets by Bronco Gibbs injected a squad composed
Elizabeth City "Pirates" from
1 y
matter h
-t it.
starters, "Big" John Morgan, Ron- of five fine freshmen who work- 'allowed no opponent more than 60 I The Aggies are coached by Ca'
!points. They included; Hampton I Irvin.
While the Bishop college Tigers t Elizabeth City, N. C. The win en- ald Evans, and freshman Robert ed very effeetively.
were winning their two games abled the Fayetteville outfit' to Johnson put the Fayetteville
trom Butler last week. the But- step up their season record to Teachers back in the lead to stay.
ler college girls basketball team
Halfway the first period, Coach
three wins in four starts.
Jefeated Bishop's eirls team twice,
Gaines trotted in most of his re28 to 16 and 26 to 16.
serves.
Although Center C. Fields and
forward James Tootle of the Elizabeth City bluejackets kept droping
hem in, Das.id Bluford's crack
arsilampton ,hooting and reserve Warren Bery's effective work at the backboard contributed substantially to
'the 40-31 halftime score in favor
of Fayetteville.
Ellsworth (Spicier) Webb in ois1 s,A1.,in2, revenge tor a 53-49 upWith their backs to the wall, the
short work last nieht of British!set from Hampton, the Delaware Pirates carried the fight to the
middleweight champion Pat Mc- State Hornets turned back Hamp- home boy: during most of the secAteer by scoring a technical knock ton 78-56 on Delaware's home ond period and kept the Fayetteout over the Briton in :he second floor to register their fourth CIAA yule fans in doubt as to the
round of their scheduled 10-roand victory against one defeat. Dela- final outcome. But with the aid of
bout at the Chicago Stadium.
ware's overall record stood at five reserves Warren Berry of New
McAteer was done three time, victories and Iwo defeats after this York and David Chandler of Cofor the count of eight in the (-ems.. encounter.
lumbus. Ohio, the Broncos graducf the abbreviated battle, each
Little Ivory—Collins front Wil- ally pulled away from the Pirates
tone from hard rights to the jaw mington. Del.. sank a free throw to rack up a 26-point margin at
The Birkenhead, F.neland. tight- lo open the scoring for Dela- the final whistle.
er was on his way to the floor ware State. Hampton quickly reThe Elizabeth City lads saw the
for the fourth time when referee taliated with Edwin Amos hit- breaks go against them when in
Bill Doty stopped the bout after ting, and the going was nip and the final ten critical minutes of
two minute,. and 30 secones in the luck during the early moments of play, both Co-captains Tootle and
second round.
play. After Lee minutes had gone ('arrington fouled out. Just the
McAlear. with a record of 42 by. Hampton took the lead 11-10. same. Carrington _bagged 21 points
victories in 44 .bouts, seemed un- They continued to hold the lead and stole the show,as the evening's
high-point man while Fayetteable to cope with Webt's rushing until nine minutes had elapsed.
and slugging style.
Then, Clifford Noble of Phila- ville' Morgan shaped in 17 to rank
second in the scoring department.
Occasionally, he scored with delphia, Pa., put the Delaware
heavy left and rights hooks to State Hornets abead 15-13 with a
the head. But McAteer was on the lay up. Noble had entered the they settled down to stop the Pi
receiving end of punches, _three game to replace rebounding 6' 6" rate's advance. Delaware State
to one, and was knocked down Charles Durden of Atlanta, Ga., then began to hit from the inside
teNs
who was committing frequent per- and outside with James Evans of
twice in the first round.
sonal fouls. Delaware then began ,Trenton N. J. Clifford Roldick of
He was dropped again in the
to hit and ran the score to a 24s' Philadelphia, Pa., and Randolph
TSU MAGICIAN — Alexander
Public school Stadium. Durley
second and was being badly beat- 15 count in
their favor at the Cameron of New York City lead.
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Ind., is presented a
Gary,
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back. is set to perform more
formance was against Texas
It was Wehb'e 18th straight tri- ware State.
ner, set an Olympic record of
James Evans of Delaware State
plaque and key to the city by
Calhoun when he was .
college when he tossed five
gridiron magic when the
umph. The Chicagoan and former
Coach Bennie George's Hornets with 22 points. Harold Watson with
13.5 seconds in pacing a U. S.
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2 were out for revenge, and after 116 and Edwin Amos with 10 stood
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(right) during civic testimonial
school.
iyitem Panthers in Houstou's
pounds, McAteer scaled 13744. - the quick outburst by Hampton, out for Hampton.
ticipating in ceremonies were
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By EARL S. CLANTON III
Tennessee State's Tigers whipped the University of North Dakota, 84-51 and then trounced
Rockhurst college, 69-57 to take
top honors in the first pre-holiday
tourna,ment at Fisk university's
Johnson Memorial gym,
Fisk university and Tennessee
State played hosts for the two day
meet that saw the Fisk Bulldogs
blasted from the undefeated ranks
by both North Dakota who whipped the Bulldogs, 59-58 and by
Rockhurst,
EASY WIN OVER N. D.
Coach Johnny McClendon's Tiger aggregation had little trouble
trouncing the North Dakota Sioux,
grabbing an early lead and holding a 40-30 lead at the half, The
Tigers unloaded their bench in the
second half for an easy win. Dick
Barnett with 18 points and Capt.
Ronnie Hamilton chipped in with
17 to lead tht rout. The Sioux'
Jim Heaven poured in 26 points
ard took the tourney scoring honors with 45. Barnett, Tiger high
scoring forward trailed Heaven, fo
tourney scoring honors with 39.
Fisk fell from the victory ranks

.U., UCLA
Tv Battle

Central State
Gets 2 Wins,,

96-76, 94-64

Fayetteville St.
Victors, 74-58

Spider Webb Delaware St.
Scores TKO f
Over Briton
Pirates, 78-56
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